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Abstract
Dispositive evidence of bubbles in the field has proven elusive. Even if bubbles were not rare,
they would be hard to find because of an identification problem. A bubble occurs when an asset’s
price exceeds its fundamental value, but fundamental values are latent (to both economists and
the market). Thus, bubble tests have required pivotal assumptions, such as correct specification
of a structural valuation model, which are fragile and opaque. I propose another approach to
detect bubbles in the field. I use the price of a close substitute as a quasi-control asset, which
models the asset of interest’s path of prices for a no-bubble counterfactual. I show this strategy
directly tests the no-bubble null hypothesis. I also show the strategy is a generalization of
other bubble tests that have similarly palatable assumptions, but have failed to detect a bubble.
As a necessary aside, I derive Cantelli’s inequality for finite samples, which I use to show the
identifying assumptions need not be fragile. I apply the strategy to two independent cases in
the field. In both, I find strong, robust, and economically-significant evidence of bubbles, which
is backed by data supporting the identifying assumptions. The evidence I find of bubbles in the
field supports the growing consensus amongst theorists and lab experimentalists that bubbles
do indeed exist in asset prices.
JEL Codes: C21, C23, C65, G12.
Keywords: Asset pricing, bubbles, Cantelli’s inequality.
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Introduction

Asset bubbles damage the real economy. A high-stakes game of musical chairs, a bubble’s burst
tightens market liquidity and inevitably hurts investors who remain in the market. But the greater
danger from a bubble is that it obstructs the functionality of markets. Bubbles distort price
signals, which impairs the coordination function of prices and pulls capital away from productive
uses. Bubbles also spark frenzy and fervor. These conditions encourage herding and are conducive
to fraud. Any or all of these consequences can precipitate wider financial crises and recessions, and
in doing so, erode trust in the efficacy of markets.
Measuring bubbles in the field is difficult. Hence, despite their import, dispositive evidence
that bubbles exist in real-world asset markets has proven elusive (Giglio et al., 2016). A bubble
occurs when an asset’s price, Pt , exceeds its fundamental value, Vt , the present value of expected
future payouts. That is, Pt = Vt + Bt , and a bubble occurs when Bt > 0. It is difficult to
measure bubbles in the field (as opposed to in the lab or in theory) because fundamental values
are latent to both economists and the market. For example, suppose Vt = Dt + E[Vt+1 ]/(1 + r),
where Dt denotes dividends and r a known discount rate. No one knows the true value of today’s
expectation for tomorrow’s price,

E[Vt+1]. In general, the market can clear at a rational price even

if everyone disagrees on Vt . But not knowing Vt makes it impossible to test if Bt = 0 without
further assumptions. Prior rejections of the no-bubble null hypothesis in the field required an
assumption—correct specification of a structural valuation model—that is tantamount to knowing
the true Vt . Then any Pt above the estimation margin for Vt is a bubble. This fragile and opaque
assumption is pivotal: even small specification errors could lead to erroneous inference on Bt . Thus,
troublesome identification, as well as the tautological rarity of bubbles, have made it difficult to
find direct evidence of a bubble in the field.
In this manuscript, I find direct evidence of bubbles in two independent cases using an alternative
identification strategy. The strategy I propose uses the price of a close substitute as a quasi-control
asset to model the counterfactual path of prices for the possibly bubbly asset. I show this strategy
direct tests the no-bubble null hypothesis under identifying assumptions—for example, that the
prices of close substitutes follow parallel trends in the absence of a bubble—that are less fragile
and more transparent than correct specification of a structural valuation model.

2

My strategy builds on the key insight of Giglio et al. (2016). By exploiting research design,
Giglio et al. show it is possible to directly test for a no-bubble null without a structural valuation
model. However, they failed to detect a bubble in two cases were bubbles were thought to exist
(housing markets in Hong Kong and the UK). Nevertheless, Giglio et al. opened a new path for
detecting bubbles in the field. I show their strategy can be generalized to other assets using the
prices of two close substitutes, one of which is exposed to a possible bubble. I show the recovered
test is analogous to difference-in-differences, but robust to the realities of the field. For example,
if both assets are freely disposable, I show contamination of the control asset (or pre-period) with
nonzero bubble values is strictly attenuating and hence irrelevant if a bubble is detected.
I apply the strategy to two cases in the field: (1) Chateau Lafite Rothschild (Lafite), a superstar
Bordeaux wine exchanged on global secondary markets, and (2) farmland values in the Midwestern
US. Figure 1 illustrates the price patterns that gave rise to questions of a bubble in both cases.
What is striking in the top panel of Figure 1 Lafite’s path deviated from its (remarkably) close
substitutes during 2009–2013, known colloquially as “Lafite Mania” (Mustacich, 2015; Caillard,
2020).1 I demonstrate the close relationship between Lafite and its peers using expert review scores,
parallel trends in supplemental data on retail prices in New York City going back to 1938, and a
number of other characteristics. I include farmland as a second case because it is independent but
complementary to fine-wine. Whereas Lafite is a luxury consumption good and niche alternative
asset, farmland is a rent-generating, durable asset that accounts for over 80 percent of total assets
in U.S. agriculture (USDA Economic Research Service, 2021). The unique feature of this case is
the introduction of cross-sectional variation to identify a bubble. To do so, I use urban pressure
(measured different ways, including nighttime light emissions) as the forcing variable: a farmland
bubble will represent a higher share of farmland values in counties with low urban pressure.
The principal contribution of this manuscript is direct evidence of a bubble in two cases in the
field, which are identified under weaker and more transparent assumptions than correct specification
of a structural valuation model. First, I find a statistically and economically significant bubble in
Lafite from late-2009 to mid-2013. At the peak, over 49 percent of Lafite’s market value was a
bubble. These results are based on the identifying assumption that the close substitutability of the
1

Interestingly, Lafite Mania paralleled the more infamous 18th-century Tulipmania in many ways, though I will
argue fine-wine is a better venue for bubble testing than tulips for a variety of reasons such as the availability of data
on close substitutes.
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Figure 1: Two Bubbles?
The top panel illustrates average prices of Bordeaux’s First-Growth wines from July 2005 to January 2017 using
data from Liv-Ex. Prices are an average of the ten most-recently released vintages of each wine, expressed per
standard bottle (750mL). The bottom panel illustrates farmland values in the US Midwest from 1850 to 2019 using
data from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service. Values are from both decadal (1850–1910) and annual
(1910–2019) surveys and deflated by the US CPI.
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two assets implies their latent fundamental values follow parallel trends. Using supplemental data
going back to 1938, I show pre-trends in the price of Lafite and the control asset were remarkably
parallel before 2010. This remains true even under an alternative definition of the control asset,
a “synthetic Lafite” constructed using synthetic control methods with data on 46 fine-wines from
Bordeaux.
As a bubble is a complex explanation for a price increase, I also address a number of alternative
explanations. Garber (1990) argues Tulipmania was a consequence of new and rare varieties. Lafite
and its close substitutes are not new. Lafite was established around 1670 and, with Mouton, is the
youngest of the first-growth Bordeaux. Nor is it rare. The first-growth Bordeaux produce orders of
magnitude more than other luxury wines and Lafite produces the most volume amongst the firstgrowths. All of these wines are sold on secondary markets by dispersed sellers and readily available
at auction or specialty retailers. Furthermore, I use a ten-vintage average price for the tests,
which dampens vintage-specific shocks to demand and supply (e.g., expert review, hail damage).
Thus, only an all-vintage shock to one of the two assets remains as a threat to identification.
The primary threat to identifying a bubble in Lafite is a demand shock from China, which is
the story that supported the bubble (Shiller, 2015). Using three event studies (before, after, and
during the potential bubble), I find no evidence to support that China-specific demand shocks
could significantly influence the world price of Lafite. Finally, I also show the setting and data are
inconsistent with the kind of supply shock that would confound bubble detection.
Second, I find a statistically and economically significant bubble in the values of Midwestern
farmland. Over 25 percent of farmland’s value was a bubble during 2007–2017. These results
are based on the identifying assumption that the real option value of land development is lower
in counties that are further from cities. They also incorporate controls for expected profitability,
government payments, energy investments, housing prices, and construction starts. And they are
not sensitive to alternative specifications for urban pressure, inflation, or housing prices. Again,
I use supplemental data to show pre-trends are parallel. Note that a number of the controls I
use are forward-looking and there were no expected or realized technological advancements during
the sample period (Pardey and Alston, 2021). Thus, the primary threat to identification is a
forthcoming policy change not captured by contemporaneous government payments, notably the
2018 Farm Bill. Inconsistent with expected changes in policy at the end-of-the sample driving the
5

results, the estimated value of the bubble remains statistically and economically significant even
after dropping the last year of the sample.
Another contribution of this manuscript is the derivation of Cantelli’s concentration inequality
for finite samples. Suppose I observe the sample x1 , . . . , xn . If the sample is weakly-exchangeable,
the inequality gives a distribution-free bound for the probability that xn+1 is arbitrarily large (i.e.
k standard deviations above the mean).2 The inequality implies critical values for a given sample
size. I show the inequality provides much greater power in most settings (and never lower power)
than its two-sided counterpart (Saw et al., 1984). The inequality is useful in the bubble setting
when a central limit theorem cannot be applied to the latent difference in the fundamental values of
two assets. It could also prove useful in other settings, such as outlier detection or reformulations of
stochastic programs, where the problem concerns one tail and a concentration inequality is applied
because the latent distribution is unknown (Stellato et al., 2017).
I use the inequality to show the strong evidence of a bubble I find does not depend on the
assumption of parallel trends. Specifically, I use the inequality as the basis for a weak definition of
close substitutes. Let two assets be weakly-close substitutes if the difference in their fundamental
values is a random variable. The inequality can be applied if I observe t−1 pre-period observations,
which were drawn from a weakly-exchangeable sampling process (stationarity is sufficient but not
necessary). I apply this definition to the case of Lafite because, with only a few wine-vintage
combinations in the control group, a central limit theorem may not apply. Under this worst-case
scenario, I continue to find strongly significant evidence of a bubble in Lafite, even after allowing
the latent difference in fundamental values to be time-varying via a rolling window. Thus, I find
evidence of a bubble without imposing arbitrary parametric assumptions on the latent distribution.
The evidence of bubbles in the field supports the growing consensus amongst lab experimentalists and theorists that bubbles exist in asset prices. Experimental evidence, epitomized by (Smith
et al., 1988), supports the idea that bubbles arise in a variety of settings (Lei et al., 2001; Dufwenberg et al., 2005; Hussam et al., 2008; Kirchler et al., 2012; Palfrey and Wang, 2012; Moinas and
Pouget, 2013; Eckel and Füllbrunn, 2015). So much so that the “bubble-and-burst pattern in asset
markets is among the most replicable results in experimental economics” (Deck et al., 2020, pg.
2

A sample X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn , Xn+1 is weakly-exchangeable if P (X1 ≤ x1 , X2 ≤ x2 , . . . , Xn ≤ xn , Xn+1 ≤ xn ) is
invariant over all permutations of x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , xn+1 for all values of x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , xn+1 (Saw et al., 1984, p.g. 130).
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256, emphasis added). Similarly, theorists increasingly agree bubbles exist in the real-world (e.g.
Asriyan et al., 2021). Their advancements show bubbles can arise—and persist—without requiring
knife-edge conditions, with damaging consequences for the real economy (Doblas-Madrid, 2012;
Farhi and Tirole, 2012; Miao and Wang, 2012; Miao et al., 2016; Hashimoto and Im, 2019; Biswas
et al., 2020). Mitigating a bubble’s damage requires precise and expensive interventions (Park and
Sabourian, 2011; Galı́, 2014; Miao et al., 2019; Caballero and Simsek, 2020), which policymakers
may be hesitant to take in the absence of dispositive evidence of bubbles in the field.3 The approach I take to establish this evidence also contributes to the growing body of literature applying
the methods of applied microeconometrics to empirical questions in finance and macroeconomics
(Chetty et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2014; Giglio et al., 2015; Malmendier and Nagel, 2016; Ponticelli
and Alencar, 2016; ?; Benmelech et al., 2017; Fieldhouse et al., 2018; Bayer et al., 2021; Kim, 2021).
The growth in this literature reveals their utility.
In this manuscript, I focus on robustly establishing direct, empirical evidence of bubbles in the
field under more palatable assumptions than a structural valuation model. It remains an open
question if bubbles are primarily rational or irrational in the sense of Le Roy (2004). As in Giglio
et al. (2016), it is beyond the scope of the tests I conduct to determine the exact nature of the
bubble. Both rational and irrational bubbles are within the set of values that form the alternative
hypothesis, H1 : Bt > 0. Similarly, the test is silent in distinguishing a textbook bubble from
related concepts (e.g. sunspots, Camerer, 1989) and on predicting when a bubble will end.
The balance of this manuscript proceeds as follows. In the next section, I outline a general
model-free testing strategy. The next two sections apply this strategy to the cases of fine-wine and
farmland. The final section concludes.

2

A General Model-Free Test

2.1

Framework

Consider the textbook definition of an asset bubble (Blanchard, 1979; Le Roy, 2004; Giglio et al.,
2016; Miao and Wang, 2018). Let Pt be the market-clearing price for an asset generating a se3

Even if a model-free approach were not practical for a policymaker in all settings (e.g. equities), demonstrating
the existence of bubbles in the fields creates a stronger argument for tools such as explosive unit roots (Phillips et al.,
2011).
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quence of rents {Dt }. The world is deterministic, time is discrete, and agents are risk-neutral and
homogeneous. Future rents are discounted at the subjective rate r. The textbook definition is:

Pt = V t + Bt ,

Vt ≡

∞
X

e−rs Dt+s ,

s=0

where Vt is the fundamental component and Bt is the bubble component. Both components are
latent. A bubble exists whenever Bt > 0.
A direct test is a test of the no-bubble null hypothesis, H0 : Bt = 0. The longstanding limitation
of direct tests was that they required a structural valuation model: identifying the (latent) bubble
component, Bt , required an estimate of the (also latent) fundamental component, Vt . Not only is
the fundamental component latent. Every market participant can believe prices follow a unique
(not necessarily incorrect) structural valuation model. One of the key insights of Giglio et al. (2016)
was that research design can circumvent the need for a structural valuation model. Giglio et al.
(2016) define the resultant direct test as “model-free” because it is independent of a structural
valuation model. I find a model-free test that applies outside of their setting (housing): a general
model-free test.
To do so, I show their housing model-free test is nested within a conventional difference-indifference (DID) setup.4 Borrowing notation from the treatment effects literature, let P0t be the
control asset (e.g. leaseholds) and P1t be the treated asset (freeholds). Their research design implies
that the difference in prices is:
P1t − P0t = Bt ,

(1)

where Bt is the bubble’s value. The latent Bt is identified without a structural valuation model
because P1t and P0t are observed. When the price difference is statistically significant, a bubble
is detected. The design aligns closely to the (infeasible) ideal experiment for a bubble: divide the
equity of an asset (with nonzero resale value) into two securities, inflate a bubble in the treatment
security, and a bubble is detected if the price difference between the two securities is statistically
significant.
I show (1) is nested within a DID in three steps. First, I add to (1) the cross-sectional difference
4

Alternatively, I could view Giglio et al. (2016) as a regression discontinuity design with leasehold expiration as
the forcing variable. Regression discontinuity evidence of a bubble would also be compelling, but I use DID because
it is well suited to applications outside of their housing setting.
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in fundamental values, which is equal to zero in their design:

P1t − P0t = V1t − V0t + Bt .

(2)

I do so because their use of V1t − V0t ≈ 0 comes from their particular identifying assumptions
(matching, large-T , and transversality in the sense of Tirole (1982, 1985)), which need not apply
in other settings.5
Second, consider a two period setup, t − 1 and t, where treatment is active only in the latter
period. I add P0t−1 and subtract P1t−1 to both sides of (2). Because the pre-period is bubble-free,
the fundamental component is observed for both assets:

P0t−1 = V0t−1

and

P1t−1 = V1t−1 .

Let ∆Qt = Qt − Qt−1 be a time-wise difference in price Q. Then including lagged prices gives,

∆P1t − ∆P0t = ∆V1t − ∆V0t + Bt ,

(3)

which is a simple but general DID framework, albeit one that is not yet model-free.
Third, I add context-specific assumptions to identify ∆V1t −∆V0t . The idea is simple: it is easier
to identify changes to fundamental values relative to a closely-related asset than it is to identify
a fundamental value on its own. Consider an example rooted in the “parallel trends” assumption,
common in DID settings.
Assumption 1 (Close substitutes).

E [∆V1t − ∆V0t] = 0.
Under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1), two assets are close substitutes if their fundamental
values follow parallel trends. That is, on average, the unobserved change in fundamental values
for the treated asset is equal to the observed change in fundamental values for the control asset.
P
P
−rs
Let freeholds V1t = ∞
Dt+s and leaseholds V0t = Ts=0 e−rs Dt+s . Giglio et al. (2016) assume a transvers=0 e
sality condition holds and T is large. Thus, after matching on observables, V1t − V0t ≈ 0.
5
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Combining Assumption 1 with (3), we get the test, H0 :

E [∆P1t − ∆P0t] = E [Bt] = 0.

This is a

direct test of a no-bubble null requiring only observed prices—independent of a structural valuation
model. Thus, a general model-free test. The assumption relies on the fact that the control asset’s
observed value in the post-period is bubble-free and thus equivalent to its fundamental value.
Using Close Substitutes (Assumption 1), I can conduct a model-free bubble test by estimating
the regression:
Pit = β(I[i = 1] × I[t = 1]) + δI[i = 1] + θI[t = 1] + εit .

(4)

The outcome, Pit , is the value of asset i ∈ {0, 1} in time period t ∈ {0, 1}. The terms I[i = 1] and
I[t = 1] are indicators with value one for the treatment group and post-period, respectively, and
zero otherwise. Thus, the coefficient β is the DID estimand for the bubble component value, Bt .
The coefficient δ represents a group-specific, time-invariant effect. The coefficient θ represents a
time effect that is common to both assets. The final term, εit , represents unobservable time-varying
characteristics. I use cluster-robust standard errors with bias-reduced linearization and Satterthwaite approximated t-tests to account for potential small-sample bias, which are implemented in
the R package clubSandwich (Pustejovsky and Tipton, 2018). Next, I show if the control asset
(or pre-period) is not bubble-free (i.e. contaminated) its effect on the general model-free test is
attenuating.

2.2

Attenuation from Contamination of the Control Asset or Pre-Period

Two unverifiable assumptions are that the control group and pre-period are bubble-free. Fortunately, any contamination is guaranteed to be attenuating if the bubble component is non-negative,
Bt ≥ 0. Non-negativity of the bubble component is itself guaranteed in most settings due to free
disposal (Diba and Grossman, 1987, 1988). Without loss of generality, assume ∆V1t − ∆V0t = 0.
Suppose the control group is contaminated, such that P0t = V0t + bt with bt ≥ 0. Then the righthand side of (3) becomes Bt − bt , clearly biased towards zero. Analogously, suppose the pre-period
is contaminated, P1t−1 = V1t−1 + bt−1 . Then the righthand side of (3) becomes Bt − bt−1 , also
biased downwards. Thus, contamination makes bubble detection unambiguously more difficult.
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2.3

Advantages of a Setup with Multiple Periods

Analogous to a conventional DID, the model-free test is trivially extended to a setup with multiple
periods. Multiple periods offers the obvious advantage of allowing for fixed-effects. Let αi be a
set of individual fixed-effects for time-invariant heterogeneity and γt a set of time fixed-effects for
common shocks. Redefine the pre- and post-periods as T0 and T1 , respectively. Then (4) becomes:

Pit = αi + γt + β(I[i = 1] × I[t ∈ T1 ]) + θI[t ∈ T1 ] + εit .

(5)

Note that, with multiple observations in the post-period, the DID estimand is the (timewise)
P
average value of the bubble component, β = |T11 | t∈T1 Bt .
Specific to bubble testing, it offers two further advantages. To illustrate, fix the beginning and
end of a bubble at unknown dates within the sample, t and t + s, where s > 0 and t + s ≤ T .
The first advantage is timestamping (Phillips and Yu, 2011). If the post-period is sufficiently long,
recursive testing can identify the start and end periods of a bubble. For example: label period t
the estimated start date when T1 = t and the null is rejected; test T1 = t + 1 and, if the null is
rejected, the bubble is continuing; recursively test until the null fails to rejects, say T1 = t + s; and
label period t + s the estimated end period. By resetting T0 , this idea could be used for multiple
bubbles (Phillips et al., 2015a).
The second advantage is allowing the fundamentals relationship to be time-varying. If the preperiod is sufficiently long, a straightforward way to accommodate a fundamentals relationship that
is time-varying is recursively defining the pre-period, T0 , using a rolling window. For test period
t − s, let h > 0 be a bandwidth parameter where h ≤ t − s − 1. Analogous to the first advantage,
let T0 = (t − s − h, . . . , t − s − 1) and continue recursively. The usefulness of this advantage depends
on the assumptions used to identify ∆V1t − ∆V0t . In particular, I find it useful when I relax the
parallel trends assumption.

2.4

Weakly-Close Substitutes

Parallel trends is a popular assumption in empirical research. Arguably, it is also a natural way to
interpret close substitutes. Nevertheless, I want to show that bubbles can be detected in the field
under weaker identifying assumptions.
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Suppose we observe sample of pre-period observations, (P1s − P0s ), where s ∈ T0 and T0 > 2.
Assuming the pre-period is bubble-free implies (P1s −P0s ) = (V1s −V0s ) for all s < t. Let (V1t − V0t )
be a statistical threshold that depends on the pre-period sample. With Assumption 1, (V1t − V0t ) =

E [V1t−1 − V0t−1] + Z ∗, where Z ∗ is an appropriate critical value.

For test level α, the model-free

test implied by (3) and Assumption 1 is:
h
i
prob E [V1t − V0t ] > (V1t − V0t ) (P1s − P0s ) = α,
i
h
⇔ prob E [P1t − P0t ] > (V1t − V0t ) (P1s − P0s ) and Bt = 0 = α.
The model-free test says, if Bt = 0, the probability of observing

(6)

E [P1t − P0t] above (V1t − V0t)

(given the pre-period sample) is known and fixed at α, the level of the test. The setup dictates a
central limit theorem can be applied and thus Z ∗ is known. The next assumption relaxes Close
Substitutes (Assumption 1). It allows identification of a bubble in the field under minimal conditions.
Assumption 2 (Weakly-Close Substitutes)

V1t − V0t = Xt ,

where Xt is a scalar random variable for which we observe the weakly-exchangeable sample from
some unknown distribution, X1 , X2 , . . . , Xt−1 , with nonzero sample variance.
Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) says two assets are close substitutes if their difference
in fundamental values is a random variable for which we have a sample of t − 1 observations from
a structured sampling process. It implies the test
h
i
prob (P1t − P0t ) > (V1t − V0t ) (P1s − P0s ) and Bt = 0 ≤ α,

(7)

which is (6) with three differences. First, there are no expectations, so a central limit theorem need
not apply. Second, as a result, the exogenous (V1t − V0t ) is not determined by the setup. Third,
depending on how the threshold is found, the test may no longer be exact as indicated by the
inequality on the righthand side of (7).
12

To build an intuition for Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) and its test, (7), say the two
substitutes are grades of flour. Low-grade flour is good for cakes, high-grade is good for bread. They
can substitute for each other—cake flour can make bread and vice versa—albeit imperfectly. Broad
market conditions set a reference price. Then the spread between the two grades is a random draw,
reflecting idiosyncratic preferences for cake versus bread. As a result, the prices follow each other
over time; however, depending on the unknown distribution the draw is taken from, prices may
or may not follow parallel trends. Either way, the probability that the spread exceeds (V1t − V0t )
is arbitrarily small. The question becomes how to find (V1t − V0t ) without a structural valuation
model.
To find (V1t − V0t ) given (P1s −P0s ) and α, I can either impose a possibly incorrect distribution or
use a concentration inequality. I choose the latter because imposing a possibly incorrect distribution
seems no better than imposing a possibly incorrect structural valuation model. The cost of doing
so is low power; but, conditional on rejecting the no-bubble null, low power is irrelevant.
Specifically, I find the threshold using a version of Cantelli’s inequality that I derive which
admits a sample mean and variance. For a scalar random variable X with mean µ and finite
variance σ 2 > 0, Cantelli’s inequality is

P (X − µ ≥ πσ) ≤

1
,
π2 + 1

(8)

where π > 1 is an exogenous threshold.6 Intuitively, Cantelli’s inequality defines distribution-free
bounds on the probability of observing arbitrarily large (one-tailed) deviations from the mean of
a random variable. As I do not know the population moments, I derive Cantelli’s inequality for a
sample mean and variance, which is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Cantelli’s inequality with estimated mean and variance). Suppose X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn , Xm
are weakly-exchangeable variables from a scalar random variable X for fixed integer n ≥ 2 and
P
m = n + 1. Define b·c as the floor function, X̄n = ni=1 Xi /n as the sample mean, and Sn2 =
Pn
2
2
2
2
2
2
i=1 (Xi − X̄n ) /(n − 1) the sample variance. Let Qn = [(n + 1)/n]Sn and k = (nπ )/(n − 1 + π ).
For any finite k > 1:
P Xm − X̄n ≥ πQn
6





m
1
,
≤
m k2 + 1

Tighter bounds can be achieved with more moments, see for example Bhattacharyya (1987).
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(9)

which corresponds to Cantelli’s inequality as n → ∞.
Cantelli’s inequality says false detection can be controlled to the level α ≤ 0.1 with a critical
value of π ∗ = 3. Theorem 1 says, given a sample of 24 observations, false detection can be controlled
to the level α ≤ 0.1 with a critical value of πt∗ = 3.24. I provide the proof of Theorem 1, which
follows Saw et al. (1984) and Stellato et al. (2017), in Appendix 1. The proof is nontrivial because,
unlike the two-tailed case of Cheybychev’s inequality, it must allow for unspecified asymmetry in a
distribution function that is unknown.
In sum, a model-free test under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) is constructed in
three steps. First, calculate the critical value πt∗ using Theorem 1 based on the length of the
pre-period sample, (P1s − P0s ), where s ∈ T0 . For example, the length of the pre-period is t − 1
if T0 = (1, . . . , t − 1) or, if a rolling window is used, the length of the pre-period is the rolling
window’s bandwidth. Second, calculate the score by standardizing (P1t − P0t ) by the sample mean
and variance of the pre-period sample. Third, compare the score to the critical value. If the score
is greater than the critical value, the probability of falsely rejecting the no-bubble null is fixed at α.
As this is a direct test of a no-bubble null, it is a direct test. As the critical value does not depend
on a structural valuation model, the test is model-free along the lines of Giglio et al. (2016).
Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) allows the latent relationship between the assets to
vary independently within the bound set by (V1t − V0t ) for whatever reason. This includes (possibly
time-varying) differences in discount rates, information sets, and even preferences. Common supply
or demand shocks are netted out and will not confound inference on a bubble. When the test is
conducted on a forward recursive basis, net changes in these relationships could be quite large,
so long as they are relatively gradual (or quite fast, so long as they are relatively small). Other
advantages include: the test is determined without distributional assumptions and requires only one
observation above the threshold to detect a bubble (in contrast to tests using serial dependence); the
test is computationally simple in that it requires only the calculation of a sample mean and standard
deviation; the test requires a relatively small series of training observations (at minimum, enough
to reliably calculate a standard deviation); and under the population concentration inequality, the
test can be inverted to give the implied probability of a bubble.7
The probability of a bubble is (weakly) greater than 1 − 1/(Zt2 + 1) where Zt = (Pt∗ − Pt − µ̂t )/σ̂t . Given the
nonmonotonic convergence of the finite-sample inequality (Appendix 1), and that variation in Zt tends to be smaller
7
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The test under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) estimates a lower bound for the bubble
component value, Bt , and thus provides partial identification (Manski, 2003; Fan and Park, 2009;
Tamer, 2010). The cost of relaxing the identifying assumptions is (much) lower power. In other
words, the bounds π ∗ = 3 and πt∗ = 3.24 are very conservative. For example, compared to 10%, a
critical value of 3 provides one-sided control at 0.13% from a Normal, while 3.24 with a student’s
t and 22 degrees of freedom controls at 0.19%. In other words, even if Bt > 0, I know the test is
likely to fail to reject the null. When we fail to reject, we are not certain Bt = 0. It could be type II
error or attenuation from a contaminated control asset or pre-period. The corresponding benefit
is that I can conduct a model-free test without imposing restrictive and unconvincing identifying
assumptions. And if we detect Bt > 0, low power is irrelevant.
The strongest assumption imposed on the test is the requirement of Theorem 1 that the sampling
process is weakly-exchangeable (Saw et al., 1984). A sequence of random variables is exchangeable
when its joint distribution is invariant to permutations of its sequencing order (i.e. permutating
its index). This assumption ensures that the bound from the finite-sample Cantelli inequality is
correct, where a non-exchangeable data generating process could confound bubble detection if it
biases the critical value. The primary concern in a time-series context is that exchangeability
does not admit most forms of serial dependence. By taking a cross-sectional difference in prices,
the setup should alleviate some of the non-exchangability concerns arising from serial dependence.
Nevertheless, I can address this assumption by higher-order differencing or detrending of the sample
data. Given the low power of the test, it is worth noting that Theorem 1 gives bounds that are
usually tighter, and always at least as tight, as its two-tailed counterpart in Saw et al. (1984).8
As in Saw et al. (1984) and Stellato et al. (2017), adjusting the inequality for a finite sample
creates a minor complication: the sample inequality as a function of π is a step-function, and this
step-function converges nonmonotonically to the population inequality. This has two consequences
for reporting and generating results. First, controlling the false detection rate at exactly α is not
always possible. For example, with 24 observations, π ∈ [2.61, 3.26) occurs with probability 0.1154
and π ∈ [3.26, 4.70) occurs with probability 0.0769, so I cannot control false detection at exactly
ten percent. In this situation, I always choose the lowest value of π that attains the desired false
than the steps in the step-function, using the finite-sample inequality for this probability is not particularly insightful.
8
The bound in Theorem 1 is tighter than the bound in (Saw et al., 1984) except in the special cases n+1 < k2 (k2 +1)
and (n + 1)/k2 < d(n + 1)/(k2 + 1)e, in which case the two bounds are equal.
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detection rate (i.e. π = 3.26 in the proceeding example) and report the exact control probability
where possible. Second, I do not conduct tests at the one percent level because to do so at the
sample sizes considered would be misleading: for example, with 24 observations, π ∈ [4.71, ∞)
occurs with probability 0.0385 and testing at one percent is not possible.9

2.5

Two Limitations of Model-Free Tests

Regardless of the identifying assumptions used in the model-free test, two limitations are noteworthy. First, a control asset is needed to conduct a model-free test. Identifying a control asset may
be difficult or impossible in many settings where bubbles are thought to be present.10 Using a
control asset also implies the test cannot detect a bubble in both assets (or a bubble that is the
same magnitude in both assets). A control asset is not required to conduct an indirect test or a
direct test using a structural valuation model. In a similar vein, as with any quasi-experimental design, the fidelity of the chosen control asset cannot be determined with absolute certainty. To help
validate the important underlying assumptions, the best we can do is provide auxiliary data and
analysis. In my two applications below, I do so by evaluating balance on observable characteristics,
documenting pre-trends, and conducting robustness checks.
Second, the nature of a detected bubble cannot be identified by the test alone. Bubbles are
commonly associated with animal spirits and “irrational” behavior. Overconfidence and other
biases do lead to irrational bubbles (Harrison and Kreps, 1978; Scheinkman and Xiong, 2003;
Brunnermeier et al., 2014), which can persist despite rational, well-informed, and well-financed
arbitrageurs (Abreu and Brunnermeier, 2003). But rational bubble theory shows a bubble can
also arise in neoclassical settings with rational agents and expectations, even if agents know the
bubble will collapse with a nontrivial probability (Samuelson, 1958; Diamond, 1965; Blanchard,
1979; Blanchard and Watson, 1982; Tirole, 1982, 1985; Le Roy, 2004). A bubble is said to be
rational in the special case of Bt = e−r Bt+1 > 0. That is, when the bubble grows in proportion to
9

A third complication affects some ancillary results with sample sizes 18 and 40. Nonmonotonic convergence
implies that, at times, a lower π threshold attains the desired rate of control in the finite sample than would be
required in the population inequality. For example, with 18 observations, an observation 2.77 standard deviations
above the mean occurs with probability 0.1000, whereas with the population inequality, this probability is attained
3 standard deviations above the mean. In this situation, I use the π threshold given by the finite-sample inequality
because it is exact for that sample size. See Appendix 1.
10
Publicly-traded equities are an important asset class which illustrates when it would be difficult to specify a
control asset. For example, what is the control asset for technology stocks during the late-1990s? In many cases, this
will be non-trivial—and controversial—exercise.
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the discount rate. The test distinguishes between Bt = 0 and Bt > 0. Both rational and irrational
bubbles are within the set of values that form the alternative hypothesis of the model-free test,
H1 : Bt > 0. In a similar vein, the test alone cannot distinguish a textbook bubble from related
concepts (e.g. sunspots, Camerer, 1989). This limitation is a consequence of avoiding a structural
valuation model.11

3

Tulips Redux ? Lafite Mania, 2009–2014

3.1

Lafite Mania and the Market for Fine-Wine

A price bubble conjures an indelible image: a meteoric rise in prices, followed by a dramatic
collapse. Lafite Mania was the very image of of this stereotype. In January 2009, Lafite traded
for £294/bottle. Just two years later, the price of Lafite had more than doubled to £810. By
mid-2012, Lafite had fallen 40 percent from its mid-2011 value. Importantly, the price of Lafite’s
close substitutes also increased—but from £157–£259 to £314–£469. For the 70-odd years prior,
the average premium for Lafite had never exceeded £50.
World prices partially conceal the extent of exuberance during Lafite Mania.12 The zenith of
Lafite Mania was an auction held by Sotheby’s in Hong Kong on October, 29, 2010. Figure 2 plots
the price of each Lafite lot, along with the low and high estimate.13 The record-setting lots—three
bottles of 1869 Lafite—stand out, selling for £162,979 each. Perhaps not surprisingly, these lots
were expensive and greatly exceeded their estimate: this was a prized and extremely rare collectible
with perfect provenance and estimating the value of such collectibles is challenging. But there was
a mania for Lafite throughout the auction. Every Lafite lot sold above its high estimate—the
median lot nearly tripled its estimate. Blue diamonds show contemporaneous world prices for the
ten most recent vintages, indicating the estimates were not absurdly low. The auction epitomized
the mania that is consistent—at least anecdotally—with a bubble. In 2010, experts in the wine
11

Another consequence of avoiding a structural valuation model is the fact that the model-free test cannot speak
to Fama’s prediction criterion: distinguishing between Bt = 0 and Bt > 0 identifies a bubble, but says nothing about
when the bubble would end.
12
For a thorough accounting of the events surrounding Lafite Mania, see Mustacich (2015).
13
I accessed the results of each lot from the Sotheby’s website. Example for Lot 1: https://www.sothebys.com/
en/auctions/ecatalogue/2010/lafite-ex-cellars-hk0338/lot.1.html. Each lot page includes the sale price,
estimate range, vintage, bottle size, and condition report. I converted prices to UKP using the foreign exchange rate
reported by Sotheby’s on the day of the auction (12.33 HKD/UKP) and then to 2015 real dollars using the UK CPI.
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Figure 2: Sotheby’s Lafite Auction, Hong Kong, Oct. 29 2010.
Closing prices and estimates from Sotheby’s. Contemporaneous market prices are world prices from Liv-Ex. The
figure illustrates the exuberance for Lafite during the auction, which was arguably the zenith of Lafite Mania.

industry began to opine Lafite Mania was a bubble (Stimpfig, 2010; Redman, 2011; Temperton,
2011).
In this section, I document the strong and robust empirical evidence of a bubble in Lafite using
a model-free test. Given the longstanding relationship between Lafite and its close substitutes,
Lafite Mania provides a welcoming setting for a model-free test. Unlike other collectibles, for each
wine there is: a different vintage of the same wine, the same vintage from a nearby producer, or
a similar style from a different region. Thus, it is much easier to identify a close substitute for a
fine-wine than, say, for the first bulb of Semper Augustus during Tulipmania (1634–1637). In the
case of Lafite, it has been closely connected to its close substitutes since at least the 1855 Bordeaux
Classification. Furthermore, I use a ten-vintage average price, which dampens vintage-specific
shocks to demand and supply (e.g. expert review, hail damage).
There are interesting qualitative parallels between the Lafite and tulip manias. Both were
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coveted luxury goods. Both occurred at the same time as an influential economy burgeoned (China
and the Netherlands, respectively). Both were characterized by inexperienced traders, frenzied
trade, and fraud. Both were inelastically supplied in the short-run. Both took a few years to
deflate (Mackay, 1852). But the contrast between the manias is equally, if not more, illuminating.
In arguing against Mackay’s characterization of tulip mania as a bubble, Garber (1990) points out
the tulips in question were new and rare varieties. The production cycle for new flower varieties is
slow and compounding, which leads to a natural boom-bust pattern. Even now, recently-introduced
flower varieties display a boom-bust cycle (Garber, 1990, p.g. 38).
The wines I study are not new. Latour was established in 1378, Haut-Brion in 1533, Margaux
in 1572, Lafite and Mouton around 1670. The prices I use are a rolling portfolio of ten vintages,
with the youngest wine being three years old. The supply curve for wine, like tulips, is inelastic in
the short-run. However, a wine’s production level is not subject to compounding growth. It is also
pre-determined, and known to the market, before it is sold. It’s inelastic supply comes from legal
constraints, not a biological process.14
Nor are the wines especially rare. Lafite produces the most of the five first-growth Bordeaux
(tied with Mouton): approximately 300,000 standard (750mL) bottles per year (Parker, 2005). This
implies the ten-vintage price I use pertains to a stock of roughly 3 million bottles. Fine-wine from
Bordeaux is produced at much higher quantities than other famous regions. For example, one of
Napa’s most expensive regularly produced wines, Screaming Eagle, produces roughly 6,000 bottles
per year according to “Wine.com.” Neither is the supply of the five wines tightly allocated by the
producer.15 Bordeaux has a unique sales system, which has remained largely unchanged since the
the Middle Ages, where producers sell to numerous (40–50) merchants (who specialize in different
distribution channels) rather than direct to consumers (Anson, 2020, pp. 40–43). All the wines
are sold on a secondary market by dispersed sellers, where they are readily available at auction or
14

Expansions to wine production for a named estate are restricted by law. Bordeaux estates can expand their
production by purchasing neighboring vineyards, though inventory from previous vintages acquired in the acquisition
cannot be sold under the acquiring estate’s label. Alternatively, a Bordeaux estate could plant new vineyards on a
existing, contiguous property. However, they must wait several years for the vineyard to achieve adequate production
quantity and quality.
15
A colorful anecdote from Charles Chevallier, estate manager at Lafite from 1994–2016, cited in de Rothschild
(2020, p.g. 553): “We [...] received a letter from an Asian country, from someone who sent a blank check along with
the message, ‘I want Lafite 1995. Put whatever price you like.’ We sent the check back in shreds with a note saying,
‘Contact the Bordeaux merchants.’ ”
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specialty retailers. For example, a search for Lafite returns 3,606 results with worldwide delivery.16
Even Haut-Brion, which produces the least of the first-growths, returns 2,736 results. Very old
wines, such as the 1869 in the Sotheby’s auction, are rare and can experience resource-exhaustion
pricing (Jovanovic, 2007). But the oldest vintage in the rolling portfolio is only 12, not very old in
wine terms. Amongst the 3,606 search results for Lafite: 95 are 3 years old, 106 are 12 years old,
and more than 2,500 are older than 12.17 Thus, Lafite Mania presents a welcoming setting to test
for a bubble.

3.2
3.2.1

Data
World Prices from Secondary Markets

I use data provided by the London International Vinters Exchange (Liv-Ex) from June 2005 to
January 2017 for the main results. Liv-Ex collects daily transaction records on fine-wine prices
exchanged through global secondary markets. Price updates are collected through over 400 member
distributors and auction houses around the world, accounting for approximately 35,000 transactions
worth $30 million daily. Their indices, which aim to reflect current and past market conditions, are
reported on professional data vendor services including Bloomberg and Thomson Reuters.
As Lafite and its close substitutes are from Bordeaux, I use data collected for Liv-Ex’s “Bordeaux
Fine-Wine 500” (FW500) index. Specifically, Liv-Ex provided monthly mid-point prices for the
index’s component wines and vintages. A subset of the FW500 is the “Fine-Wine 50” (FW50),
which is composed of ten recently released vintages of Lafite and its close substitutes. Analogously,
the FW500 is ten vintages of all of the wines in the FW50 as well as five ‘super brands’ from the
Right Bank, five second growth brands, five Sauternes (dessert wine) brands, and 30 well-regarded
brands from the greater left (20 brands) and right (10 brands) bank regions (for an exhaustive list
see Supporting Materials, Tables S1–S2).
Due to sample availability, the period of consideration is July 2005 to January 2017 (T = 140).
16

Searches conducted at “Wine-Searcher.com” on Feb. 12, 2021.
Stock exhaustion is an even more implausible explanation for Lafite prices when one considers that the exhaustion
would have to occur relative to its close substitutes. Presumably, exhaustion would also increase demand for Lafite’s
close substitutes and close the premium gap. But that is not what happened during Lafite Mania. That is not to
mention that Lafite produces much (roughly 50 percent) more than three of its four close substitutes and the same
amount as the fourth, Mouton, which is practically Lafite’s neighbor. Also, if exhaustion explained the price rises,
repletion should explain the price drops. But the timing of new vintages entering the rolling portfolio (assuredly the
largest stock repletion event) does not correspond to when the big price drops occur.
17
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Figure 3: Lafite versus Synthetic Lafite.
Synthetic Lafite is constructed using synthetic control methods based on July 2005–Jan. 2009 pre-period.

I deflated prices into real terms (2015 base) using the monthly UK consumer price index reported
by the Great Britain Office for National Statistics.18

3.2.2

Control Assets

I use two portfolios as psuedo-control assets to test for a bubble. The first portfolio, FW40, is an
equally-weighted (across wines and vintages) index of Latour, Margaux, Mouton, and Haut-Brion
(i.e. the FW50 excluding Lafite). Figure ?? illustrates prices for the component wines of the FW50
from the Liv-Ex data, 2005–2017. The second portfolio, “synthetic Lafite,” is constructed using
synthetic control methods (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003; Abadie et al., 2010, 2015). Intuitively,
the method uses data-driven weights across wines in the FW500 to form a portfolio that mimics
the behavior of Lafite during a pre-period (vintages are equally weighted). Figure 3 plots the price
of Lafite and synthetic Lafite for the Liv-Ex sample period.
18

Available at: https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/timeseries/d7bt/mm23.
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Specifically, the synthetic control selects weights w1 , . . . , wK to minimize T1−1

PT1

t=T0



Pt∗ −

PK

k=1 wk Pkt

subject to 0 ≤ wk ≤ 1 for k = 1, . . . , K and w1 + · · · + wK = 1. For the donor pool, I use K = 46:
all wines in the FW500 except Lafite and three wines which did not enter the the FW500 until 2016
(Pape Clement, Smith Haut Lafitte, and Clinet). My preferred specification for the pre-period uses
July 2005–Jan. 2009. In the robustness checks subsection, I show the results are not driven by this
choice of pre-period. The synthetic control procedure selects nonzero weights on two wines: 19.5
percent Ausone and 80.5 percent Latour. Figure 3 shows the synthetic Lafite provides an excellent
representation of Lafite in the pre-period. The average monthly prediction error is only 2.9 units
relative to an average index value of 281.1.

3.3

Balance and Pre-Trends

Table 1 demonstrates the treatment and control groups are balanced on a variety of characteristics.
To illustrate how closely Lafite is related to the FW40, I also report characteristics for four other
leading Bordeaux wines: Ausone, Cheval Blanc, Petrus, and Yquem. All are red wines except
Yquem, which is a white dessert wine. All of the red wines embody the Bordeaux style: rich,
full-bodied, and tannic wines, which are aged for extended periods prior to release in new oak
barrels. Bordeaux wines are delineated based on their location relative to the Gironde estuary.
The Left Bank includes Lafite, Latour, Mouton, Margaux, Haut-Brion, and Yquem. The Right
Bank includes Ausone, Cheval Blanc, and Petrus.
Panel A of table 1 reports indicators of quality. Wine quality is inherently nebulous, so I
use three indicators: historical classification as a first growth, rank of prices amongst the FW500
wines, and average percentile of expert review score. Historical classification speaks to the long-run
perception of relative quality within Bordeaux. The first classification was in 1855, before wines
were regularly sold (and priced) at the property-level (c.f. Anson, 2020, pp. 49–57).19 The reported
year indicates when the estate was classified as a “first growth,” the highest available ranking (all
Bordeaux wines with this ranking are listed in the table). Lafite, Latour, Margaux, Haut-Brion,
19
The 1855 Classification of Bordeaux identified 61 top properties and ranked them into five hierarchical categories
based on reputation and price by a committee of intermediary suppliers. Wines from the Right Bank (including
Ausone, Cheval Blanc, and Petrus), were excluded from the 1855 classification. St.-Émilion (Ausone and Cheval
Blanc) introduced its own classification in 1955. While Petrus is widely considered amongst the first growths, it is
located within the commune of Pomerol, which does not have an official classification.
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2

23

300,000
1,891

c1670
1868
1821
Y

1378
1993
1963
Y

75/20/4/1
3.7
92
50
51

180,000
1,671

1855
9/50
3/50
(95.1, 96.1)

.25
.805

(2)
Latour
.25
–

(4)
Mouton
.25
–

(5)
Haut-Brion

1955†
4/50
5/50
(94.7, 95.7)

–
.195

(6)
Ausone

D. Indicators of Management
1572
c1670
1533
1977
1853
1935
1950
c1725
1923
Y
Y
Y

Y

1690
1690

C. Indicators of Production Conditions
75/20/5/5
77/12/9/2 45/37/18/0 0/50/50/0
13.4
0.8
29.3
38
82
83
53
7
35
46
36
50–55
45
40–50
35–45
35

B. Indicators of Availability
192,000
300,000
132,000
<24,000
1,155
1,164
2,008
423

A. Indicators of Quality
1855
1973
1855
6/50
10/50
11/50
8/50
9/50
10/50
(95.0, 95.9) (94.0, 95.0) (94.5, 95.5)

.25
–

(3)
Margaux

1832
1998
1832
N

0/42/58/0
35
39
45
35

96,000
977

1955†
5/50
7/50
(93.8, 95.0)

–
–

(7)
Cheval Blanc

c1837
1969
1945
Y

0/95/5/0
35
11.7
35
36

26,000
837

NA†
2/50
2/50
(94.9, 96.1)

–
–

(8)
Petrus

c1590
1996
1785
N

0/0/0/0¶
52
100
30
8

108,000
NA

1855
7/50
14/50
(94.8, 96.0)

–
–

(9)
Yquem

Sources. Wine characteristics: reviews from Global Wine Score (Cardebat and Paroissien, 2015) and prices from Liv-Ex. Vineyard characteristics from Parker (2005) except
area under vine (Anson, 2020) and distance to Lafite (author calculations via Google Maps). Firm characteristics from their websites, (Parker, 2005), and Anson (2020).
Notes: † Wines from the Right Bank were excluded from the 1855 classification, but St-Emilion introduced its classification system in 1955 (there is no classification for
Pomerol) (c.f. Anson, 2020, pp. 49–57). ‡ Average expert review percentile is the estimated average standardized expert review score from regressing score against producer
and vintage fixed effects. The critic’s score for a wine is standardized across critics by evaluating the score on the critic’s empirical c.d.f. and then aggregated by averaging
standardized scores across critics. § CS - cabernet sauvignon, M - merlot, CF - cabernet france, and PV - petit verdot. ¶ Yquem is a white dessert wine made from semillon
(80%) and sauvignon blanc (20%).

Established
Last sale
Prior Sale
Family control

% CS/M/CF/PV‡ 70/25/3/2
Distance (miles)
Area (ha)
110
Vine Age (years)
30
Yield (hL/ha)
50

Bottles/Year
Price Quotes

First Growth
1855
Price Rank (start)
8/50
Price Rank (end)
4/50
Expert Score†
(94.8, 95.7)

Weight in Index:
FW40
Synthetic Lafite

Chateau:

(1)
Lafite

Table 1: Characteristics of Bordeaux wines.

and Yquem were all classified as first growths in the 1855 classification.20 Aside from adding a fifth
growth wine in 1856, there has been one modification to this classification: upgrading of Mouton
from second to first growth in 1973. In contrast, the Right Bank wines were classified separately
(first in 1955) because of differences in their location, historical prestige (and, ultimately, their
historical influence).
Price rank also speaks to relative quality within Bordeaux. While historical classifications are
inherently bureaucratic and sticky, price rank captures the market’s impression of quality and is
time-varying. I report the rank at the beginning and end of the Liv-Ex sample (July 2005, January
2017). The similarity between Lafite and the FW40 is all demonstrated in the price ranks, where
along with Ausone and Cheval Blanc, they form a second tier of prices. The lowest in this tier,
Haut-Brion, is roughly 50% more expensive than the next ranked wine. Within the second tier,
ranks are relatively constant, though Lafite and Latour switch with Ausone and Cheval Blanc for
the top spots in the second tier. Petrus is in the first tier and tends to be much more expensive
than any of the other wines because of its limited production, roughly three times more expensive
than the third most expensive wine.
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From the start to the end of the sample, Yquem drops out

of the second tier, from rank 7 to 14.
Expect reviews speak to the quality of the wines relative to the universe of reviewed wines, not
just relative quality within Bordeaux. I collected expert scores from Global Wine Score (GWS).
Specially, I was provided access to scrape their “GWS Evolution Scores,” which tracks changes
in expert scores over time. Critics differ in their grading criteria and scales. GWS facilitates
comparisons of expert scores across critics by standardizing scores on a per critic basis using the
empirical c.d.f. of an individual critic’s rankings (Cardebat and Paroissien, 2015). The GWS
score is then the standardized score averaged across critics. A value of 95 means 95 percent of all
reviews received a lower score (Cardebat and Paroissien, 2015).22 The expert reviews are consistent
with historical classification and price rank. Average scores are in the top five percent of the
universe of reviewed wines. Across wines, they are statistically indistinguishable from each other.
20

Yquem was classified in its own category in 1855, premier cru supérieur.
The most expensive wine in the FW500 is a microproduction estate in Pomerol, Le Pin, which tends to be slightly
more expensive (i.e. less than five percent) than Petrus.
22
Table 1 reports the 95% confidence interval for the average expert review score for a given wine, estimate with
producer and vintage fixed effects. Specifically, I regress the Global Wine Score Evolution value against producer
and vintage fixed effects for all vintages in the main data set (1992 to 2016) for reviews from January 1996 to
December 2008. See Table S3.
21
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Quality indicators demonstrate these wines have long been considered to be of equivalently—and
exceptional—quality.
Panel B of table 1 reports indicators of availability: approximate average production per year
(Parker, 2005) and the number of price quotes in Sherry-Lehmann catalogs from 1938–2017.23
Production levels on the Left Bank are much higher than on the Left Bank. All five Left Bank
reds produce more 100,000 bottles per year. Cheval Blanc produces close to 100,000, but Ausone
and Petrus produce much less. Their production is one-quarter of Cheval Blanc’s and one-twelfth
of Lafite and Mouton’s. Lafite and Mouton are by far the largest producers in terms of quantity,
producing 1.5 times the amount of the next highest, Margaux, and more than double Haut-Brion.
Amongst the catalogs, the FW50 wines all have more than 1,000 price quotes in the Sherry-Lehmann
data. That is, an average of over 2.5 quotes per catalog. Haut-Brion had the most quotes, followed
by Lafite at 1,891. Note that these data demonstrate that Lafite has not been especially rare.
Panel C of table 1 reports indicators of production conditions. There is a difference in varietal
composition across wines from the Left and Right Banks. Varietal composition is an important
indicator because different varietals thrive under different conditions. All five Left Bank reds are
based on predominantly on cabernet sauvignon, with the grape accounting for 70–77 percent of the
blend except in Haut-Brion. In contrast, cabernet sauvignon is not used in any of the Right Bank
reds, which are dominated by merlot and cabernet franc. The distance between estates indicates
the similarity in climate exposure and soil types. Lafite, Latour, and Mouton are all within the
Pauillac commune, famous for its gravel soil that favors cabernet sauvignon (Anson, 2020, pg. 178).
Latour is within four miles of Lafite and Mouton within one mile. Margaux also has gravel soils
and is located only 14 miles from Lafite. Haut-Brion is the furthest away of the FW40 from Lafite,
but still within 30 miles of Lafite. It lies within the Pessac-Léognan commune close to the city of
Bordeaux and is characterized by more varied soil types (more than 15 types), including sandygravel but also clay and limestone, which facilitate its use of merlot and cabernet franc (Anson,
2020, pg. 302). On the Right Bank, the closest vineyards are Cheval Blanc and Petrus at 35 miles
away. Ausone and Cheval Blanc are within St.-Émilion, whereas Petrus is within Pomerol. Both
Right Bank communes are famous for sites with clay Anson (2020, p.g. 382). As a white wine,
23

I collected price data going back to 1938 from the Sherry-Lehmann Wine & Spirits Merchants catalogs in the
UC Davis Library Digital Collections. Available at: https://digital.ucdavis.edu/collection/sherry-lehmann.
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Yquem is by far the most different of the wines. It is over 50 miles inland from Lafite and located
within the Sauternes commune, which is famous for its dessert wines. The estates on the Left
Bank are much bigger than those on the Right. The Right Bank wines are 7ha, 39ha, and 11.7ha,
respectively, a fraction of Lafite at 110ha. Average vine age is relatively consistent across wines,
between 30–50 years old. Yields are higher on the Left Bank, around 40–50hL/ha, compared to
35hL/ha on the Right. Note that, Yquem’s yields are especially low because of the unique way
dessert wines are made in Sauternes.
Panel D of Table 1 reports indicators of management, where we again see similarities across
the wines. All were founded more than 200 years ago. The two most recent changes in ownership
were Latour in 1993 and Cheval Blanc in 1998. The oldest vintage in the ten-vintage price when
prices begin to rise is 1997. As Cheval Blanc is not included in the data-driven synthetic Lafite, I
am not concerned about management changes influencing the bubble test’s results. Perhaps most
importantly, Lafite has not changed hands since 1868. All the wines are held by families except
Cheval Blanc and Yquem, where is the majority owner is the luxury conglomerate LVMH (Anson,
2020).
Figure 4 shows the pre-trend in prices based on prices for 1938–2010 from Sherry-Lehmann
catalogs. Sherry-Lehmann is a noted retailer in New York City. Specifically, I collected 10,885
prices for eight top wines from Bordeaux (the FW50 plus Ausone, Cheval Blanc, and Petrus) over
391 catalogs. To the best of my knowledge, this record is the most comprehensive set of historical
prices for Lafite and its close substitutes. Note that, unlike Liv-Ex which includes auction prices,
these prices are local and all asks. I deflate prices using the US CPI (U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2021) and convert to UKP using exchange rate data from Officer (2021). To evaluate pretrends, I mimic the Liv-Ex prices by aggregating prices into a rolling ten-vintage annual average.24
Specifically, the top panel compares Lafite to the FW40 and its component wines. The bottom
panel compares Lafite to the estimated synthetic Lafite. The synthetic Lafite is backcasted. It
applies weights estimated from the Liv-Ex data during 2005–2009 to prices for Latour and Ausone
reported in the Sherry-Lehmann catalogs. As price trends are nonlinear, I estimate the trend lines
24
I use regression to adjust prices for seasonality, nonstandard bottle sizes, futures, and to interpolate missing
prices. Note that excluding interpolated prices results in an unbalanced panel, which adds noise to the annual price,
but nevertheless does not qualitatively change the conclusion of parallel pre-trends. See Figure S1 for pre-trends
plots based on an unbalanced panel of prices.
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Figure 4: Pre-Trends in Average Prices.
Prices are an average of the ten mostly-recently released vintages of each wine. Trend lines are estimated using local
polynomial regression with a fixed span parameter. The figure illustrates annual prices from 1938 to 2010 using data
from Sherry-Lehmann catalogs.
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using local polynomial regression with the span parameter set at 0.75.
Pre-trends are remarkably similar. In the top panel, it is clear the five component wines have
followed each other closely over the long-term. At one point, each takes its turn as the most
expensive—Mouton in the 1950s, Latour in the 1970s, Haut-Brion in late-1990s, and Margaux
in the mid-2000s—though for the most part, Lafite is the most expensive of the five. The trend
lines are indistinguishable from parallel from 1980s onwards, prior to which they closely move
together, albeit with Lafite having a slightly steep slope. In the bottom panel, the backcast shows
the synthetic Lafite performs well in mimicking Lafite even out-of-sample. The mean squared
prediction error is only 4.6 percent. Although the trend for synthetic Lafite begins to catch-up
with Lafite beginning in the 2000s, the trends move in parallel for the majority of the sample.
Taken together, these remarkably similar pre-trends provide empirical evidence that the wines are
indeed close substitutes.

3.4
3.4.1

Lafite Mania Tests
Tests under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1)

To test for a bubble in Lafite using Close Substitutes (Assumption 1), I estimate (5) with Lafite as
the treatment group (specified as i = 1) and 2009–2011 as the post-period, T1 . I drop observations
from 2012 onwards because, if there was a bubble, it started between 2009–2011. Table 2 reports
the results of the bubble tests for Lafite Mania under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1). The
first column uses the wines in the FW50, while the second uses Lafite and Synthetic Lafite. As a
robustness check, the third column uses all of the wines in the FW500. Specifically, I estimate

Pijt = αi + γt + β · (Lafite × Postt ) + θ · Postt + εijt ,

where I specify the outcome as Pijt , the logarithmic price of wine i for vintage j in period t. Robust
standard errors are clustered by vintage. The DID estimate for the average value of the bubble
during the post-period, β̂, is reported in the row labelled Lafite × Post-period.
The model-free bubble test under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1) detects a statistically significant bubble in all three specifications. The third row of Table 2 speaks to the economic significance
of the bubble. It reports the 95 percent confidence interval for the share of observed price attributed
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Table 2: Bubble tests of Lafite Mania under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1).

DID Coefficient Estimates

Outcome: Ten-Vintage Price
Lafite × Post
95% C.I. for 100 × Bt /Pt
N
SDF

FW50
(1)

Synthetic
Lafite
(2)

FW500
(3)

0.393∗∗∗
(0.064)

0.380∗∗∗
(0.082)

0.508∗∗∗
(0.077)

(32.1, 66.0)

(26.2, 69.3)

(44.7, 90.7)

3,950
11.8

1,580
11.8

37,594
11.8

Notes: This table presents results from a difference-in-difference (DID) model-free bubble test under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1) of Lafite Mania (monthly, Jul. 2005–Dec. 2011). DID is taken across wines and months. The treatment group
is Lafite. The post-period is Jan. 2009–Dec. 2011. All estimates include wine and time-period fixed-effects. Robust standard
errors reported in parentheses are clustered by vintage and estimated using bias-reduced linearization (Pustejovsky and Tipton,
2018). SDF reports the Satterthwaite degrees-of-freedom for small-sample inference, which I conduct with a one-sided t-test.
∗p

< 0.1.

∗∗ p

< 0.05.

∗∗∗ p

< 0.01.

to the bubble. With the FW40 wines as the control group, the estimated bubble value is between
(32.1%, 66.0%) of Lafite’s market value during the post-period—economically significant by any
reasonable standard. With only one wine in the control group, the smaller sample size leads to a
slightly more variable estimate when Synthetic Lafite is the control asset. Nevertheless, the estimate bubble value is economically significant at between (26.2%, 69.3%) of Lafite’s market value.
The third column illustrates the bubble test results are not a consequence of picking the wines in
the control asset. Indeed, the magnitude of the bubble goes up because the wines in the FW500
are less similar to Lafite than the wines in the FW50 or Synthetic Lafite.

3.4.2

Tests under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2)

To test for a bubble in Lafite using Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2), I assume the threshold, (V1t − V0t ), is determined by observations in the pre-period (Jul. 2005–Dec. 2008). The
outcome is the observed difference in price between Lafite and the control asset, (P1t − P0t ). The
test is conducted by calculating the mean and standard deviation of (P1s − P0s ) for observations in
the pre-period, s ∈ T0 . The relationship in fundamental values during the pre-period thus implies
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Figure 5: Bubble Tests under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2).
Control assets are FW40 (top) and Synthetic Lafite (bottom). Shaded areas indicate periods of statistically significant
bubble detection. Control attained at critical values with probability: 0.0444 and 0.0890 (c.f. Appendix 1).

a probability bound, such that the probability of observing (P1t − P0t ) > (V1t − V0t ) if Bt = 0 is
less than the level of the test.
Figure 5 plots results for the model-free bubble test under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2). The top panel uses FW40 as the control asset, the bottom panel uses Synthetic Lafite.
The test is conducted using the finite sample Cantelli-Cheybychev inequality (Theorem 1) where
the critical value is determined by the pre-period relationship in fundamental values. I standardize
prices for the treatment and control asset by converting them to their own indices with base 100 in
July 2005.25 Lines in the plots show the Lafite premia in index terms at a given point in time. The
25

I report the main results using price differences (i.e. not in logarithmic terms) because in the textbook definition
of a bubble, the Bt term is additive, not multiplicative. Nevertheless, I also detect statistically significant bubbles
with both control assets if I conduct the tests using the difference in logarithmic prices.
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shaded areas show when a bubble is detected by the tests. Note the model-free test under WeaklyClose Substitutes (Assumption 2) is very conservative. With 43 observations in the pre-period,
critical values are π = 3.10 for the ten percent level and π = 4.48 for the five percent level. False
detection control is at 8.90 percent for the ten percent level and 4.44 percent for the five percent
level (Appendix 1).26
The results show model-free evidence of a bubble in Lafite Mania does not depend on the
relatively strong assumption of Close Substitutes. A bubble is detected with FW40 as the control
asset beginning December 2009 at the ten percent level and March 2010 at the five percent level.
The test timestamps the end of the bubble at June 2013 and April 2012, respectively, totals of 42
and 26 months. With Synthetic Lafite as the control asset the results are even stronger. A bubble
is detected beginning in August 2009 and lasts until June 2013, a total of 47 months, all at the five
percent level.
For the economic significance of the detected bubble, consider [(P1t − P0t ) − (V1t − V0t )]/P1t , a
conservative estimate for the bubble value as a share of Lafite’s price. With FW40 as the control
asset, the average value of this estimate is 13.7% during the detected bubble at the five percent
level. It peaks in Nov. 2010 at 22.5%. With Synthetic Lafite as the control asset, these values are
18.2% and 32.5%, respectively. Conservatively, nearly one-quarter or one-third of Lafite’s value was
due to a bubble. These magnitudes are economically significant by any conventional reckoning.
Table 3 shows the strong evidence to reject the no-bubble null hypothesis for farmland values is
robust to a number of different specifications. Panel A reports robustness checks with FW40 as the
control asset. Panel B reports robustness checks with Synthetic Lafite as the control asset. Columns
(1) and (2) conduct the model-free bubble test under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) using transformed samples. Columns (3)–(5) relaxes the assumption that the bound on fundamental
values is time-invariant using a rolling window. Columns (6) and (7) shift the pre-period that is
used to estimate Synthetic Lafite. I find the main qualitative result—direct, model-free evidence
of a bubble Lafite—is robust to all of these important checks.
The most important assumption of the model-free bubble test under Weakly-Close Substitutes
(Assumption 2) is that the pre-period sample used to conduct the test is weakly-exchangeable. If
26

Recall, I cannot conduct the test at the one percent level. With 43 observations, the lowest level is α = 0.0222
where π ∈ [6.42, ∞), which is rejected in both cases.
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Table 3: Robustness Checks under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2).
Rolling Window,
Bandwidth in Months

Transformed Sample
Detection

Detrended
(1)

Differenced
(2)

18
(3)

24
(4)

Estimation Sample,
Shift in Months
36
(5)

−4
(6)

+4
(7)

A. Control Asset: FW40
Start

2/2010∗
3/2010∗∗

End

11/2011∗∗
3/2012∗

8/2009∗
3/2010∗∗
4/2010∗∗
5/2010∗
11/2010∗∗

8/2009∗∗
9/2009∗
10/2009∗
3/2010∗
4/2010∗
5/2010∗

8/2009∗
9/2009∗
10/2009∗
3/2010∗
4/2010∗
5/2010∗

3/2010∗
4/2010∗
5/2010∗
6/2010∗

B. Control Asset: Synthetic Lafite
Start

8/2009∗
9/2009∗∗

End

7/2012∗∗
6/2013∗

8/2009∗
9/2009∗
3/2010∗∗
4/2010∗∗
5/2010∗
11/2010∗∗

8/2009∗
9/2009∗
10/2009∗

8/2009∗
9/2009∗
10/2009∗

8/2009∗
9/2009∗
10/2009∗
3/2010∗
4/2010∗
5/2010∗

8/2009∗∗

8/2009∗∗

6/2013∗∗

6/2013∗∗

Notes: This table reports robustness checks as the start date (and, where applicable, end date) of a bubble detected by modelfree bubble tests of Lafite Mania under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2). Lafite is the treatment asset, Panel A uses
FW40 as the control asset and Panel B uses Synthetic Lafite. Column (1) uses a detrended sample (linear trend estimated from
Jul. 2005–Dec. 2008). Column (2) uses a first-differened sample. Columns (3)–(5) use a sample based on rolling windows of
various lengths. Column (6) and (7) use a four-month shorter and longer pre-period to estimate Synthetic Lafite (not applicable
to Panel A).
∗p

< 0.1.

∗∗ p

< 0.05.

It is not possible to conduct tests with p < 0.01 (see Appendix 1).
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(V1t − V0t ) is calculated on a sample with a trend or autoregressive process, it would be biased
downwards. As a result, the probability of type I error would be higher than the level of the
test. Column (1) estimates a linear trend in the pre-period sample and then reconducts the test
using the detrended residuals to determine the statistical threshold. At the five percent level, a
bubble is detected with FW40 from March 2010 to November 2011. The start date is the same
as the main results. The end date is timestamped four months earlier, lasting 22 months instead
of 26. The results are similar with Synthetic Lafite. The test under Weakly-Close Substitutes
(Assumption 2) with a detrended sample rejects the model-free no-bubble null, albeit with for a
shorter time period than the main results: a total of 35 instead of 47 months.
Column (2) accounts for a possible autoregressive process by reconducting the test after firstdifferencing the data. Similar to Column (1), this addresses the most important assumption of the
model-free bubble test under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2). Different from Column
(1), I lose the cumulative level of the deviation from its prior observations after first-differencing;
thus, I can detect the beginning of a bubble but not its end. With FW40, I detect the beginning of
a bubble five times at the ten percent level: August 2009, March to May 2010, and November 2010.
March, April, and November 2010 are also detected at the five percent level. With Synthetic
Lafite, the same start dates are detected as with FW40, plus September 2009 at the ten percent
level. Recall that the robustness checks in Columns (1) and (2) are over and above the control
for time-varying unobservable factors with common influence on both prices (e.g. parallel trends)
provided by the cross-sectional difference P1t − P0t , as well as the fact that for two nearly identical
assets, by definition factors which influence only one of the prices should be quite small. Taken
together, these results suggest detection of a bubble beginning in late-2009 is robust to transformed
samples that speak to the most important assumption of the test under Weakly-Close Substitutes
(Assumption 2).
The results in Figure 5 assume the bound on fundamental values is time-invariant. Columns (3)–
(5) relax this assumption using a rolling window for the pre-period, which allows the relationship
between fundamental values to change over time. Rolling windows are common in the bubble
testing literature, especially for predictive purposes (e.g., Phillips et al., 2011). However, using
a rolling window reduces detection power. Nonzero Bt that are too small to exceed the (already
very conservative) statistical threshold get absorbed into the rolling window. The threshold is then
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inflated in the subsequent period, making it more difficult to detect a bubble. In short, the rolling
window plus Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2) is asking a lot of the test. For example,
with a 24-month rolling window, critical values are π = 3.26 for the ten percent level and π = 4.71
for the five percent level. False detection control is at 3.85 percent for the five percent level and
7.69 percent for the ten percent level (Appendix 1).
Nevertheless, the results show model-free evidence of a bubble in Lafite Mania does not depend
on the relatively strong assumption of Close Substitutes or a time-invariant relationship in the
fundamental values. A bubble is detected with FW40 as the control asset beginning August 2009
at the ten percent level. While the test does not detect a bubble at the five percent level, it
does detect the start of a bubble in three consecutive periods with the updating window: August,
September, and October 2009. Interestingly, allowing the rolling window to continue updating, the
test also detects three start periods for a bubble in March, April, and May 2010 with FW40 as the
control asset. With Synthetic Lafite as the control asset, the test also detects the start of a bubble
in August, September, and October 2009.
At first, detecting the start of a bubble only at the ten percent level may be unpersuasive.
But detecting the start of a bubble in three consecutive periods is important. Each sequential
detection implies the possibility of a random false detection is less likely. In other words, the level
of significance is lower than the nominal level of ten percent. If each draw was independent, the
probability of randomly finding three sequential periods of detection at the ten percent level would
be less than (0.1)3 = 0.001. This is not to mention that the test is very conservative: the tests
fail to detect at the five percent level despite observations that are 4.48 and 4.31 (rolling) standard
deviations above their (rolling) mean. Nor does it account for the fact that I would detect a bubble
in both control assets at the five percent level if I used the time-invariant test with a 24 month preperiod ending in July 2009. Given the conservative nature of the test, the multiple detected start
dates provide strong evidence of a bubble in Lafite Mania even under Weakly-Close Substitutes
(Assumption 2).
Similar to Column (2), the test does not timestamp the end of a bubble without modification. I
can timestamp the end by freezing the pre-period—and corresponding threshold (V1t − V0t )—once
a bubble is detected. Consider a pre-period from Sep. 2007 to Aug. 2009. With either control
asset, a bubble is detected from Aug. 2009 to June 2013, a total of 47 months.
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Columns (6) and (7) reestimate the synthetic Lafite moving the bubble-free pre-period forward
and backward by four months, respectively. With four fewer months the synthetic Lafite is formed
with 27.3 percent Ausone, 4.1 percent Forts Latour, and 68.6 percent Latour. With four more
months, the synthetic Lafite is formed with 24.4 percent Ausone, 3.3 percent Forts Latour, and
72.3 percent Latour. In both cases, a bubble is detected from August 2009 to June 2013.

3.5
3.5.1

Threats to Identification
The Impact of Chinese Demand on Lafite Prices

Bubbles are supported by stories (Shiller, 2015). The main story behind the Lafite bubble was a
demand shock to the world market for Lafite from China (Mustacich, 2015; Caillard, 2020). The
model-free test implicitly assumes treatment assignment is uncorrelated with unobserved demand
shocks. A significant increase in the relative demand for Lafite (irrespective of vintage) circa-2010
could violate this assumption and confound bubble detection. Thus, a demand shock from China
is the main threat to identifying a bubble in Lafite using the model-free test.
The question is whether or not Chinese demand was sufficiently large to influence the world
market. In 2005, China was a nonfactor in the world market for fine-wines: for example, China
accounted for less than one-half of one-percent of global wine imports by value (Anderson and
Pinilla, 2017). But by 2010, Lafite had “became a household name, the apogee of sophistication and
success,” which was a “currency for currying favour with Chinese government officials,” (Caillard,
2020, p.g. 214). The Chinese preference for Lafite was strong, arguably unprecedented. So too
was the potential size and rapid growth of the market. But, it is an open question whether or not
demand shocks in China influenced the world market. After all, even five years of rapid growth
meant China accounted for less than three percent of global wine imports by value (Anderson and
Pinilla, 2017). In contrast, the UK accounted for 19.8 percent of global wine imports by value in
2005 and 15.3 percent in 2010 (Anderson and Pinilla, 2017).
I test if Chinese demand influenced world prices during Lafite Mania using three event studies.
To identify a China-specific effect, I compare Lafite to Haut Brion, which was the least favoured of
the FW50 wines in the Chinese market (e.g. Browett, 2020, p.g. 23). To do so, I use three events
studies. The first event is when import duties (previously 40 percent) were abolished in Hong
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Kong, the main thruway for imports to the mainland (Mustacich, 2015, p.g. 37). The second event
is when Lafite announced the bottle for the 2008 vintage would include a red Chinese character
for the number eight (Woodard, 2010).27 Notably, this event was private and unanticipated. The
third event is when the Chinese government began to crackdown on gifts for government officials
(Mustacich, 2015, p.g. 218).
Let i = 1 be Lafite, i = 2 be Haut Brion, and ek be the date of event k. I consider event time
ek − h, . . . , ek + h. For i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , T , I estimate:

Pijt = αi + γt +

3 
X



k
k
1[i ∈ {1, 2}] · Dijt
(a0 k + b0 k t) + Eijt
(c0 k + d0 k t)

k=1

+ 1[i = 1] ·



k
Dijt
(a1 k

k

+ b1 t) +

k
Eijt
(c1 k

k

+ d1 t)



+ uijt ,

k = 1[t ∈ ek − h, . . . , ek + h] is a dummy variable equal to one during the event time for k
where Dijt
k = 1[t ∈ ek , . . . , ek + h] is a dummy variable equal to one during the time from ek to ek + h.
and Eijt

The coefficients of interest are (ck1 , dk1 ), which are an intercept and time trend measuring the excess
return to Lafite in the aftermath of the event. I cluster standard errors by vintage and calculate
confidence intervals using Satterthwaite degrees-of-freedom (Pustejovsky and Tipton, 2018).
Figure 6 shows the results of the three event studies. None of the event effects are discernible
from random. The third event is especially compelling. The importance of Lafite to the Chinese
market was well established. If China were a significant player on the world market, this event
should unequivocally decrease demand (for all vintages of Lafite). Yet, we see no drop in Lafite’s
price relative to the less-favored Haut-Brion. In sum, I find little if any evidence that China-specific
demand shocks significantly influenced the world price for Lafite.

3.5.2

Supply Shock

I assume treatment assignment is uncorrelated with unobserved supply shocks. A bubble could
be confounded if a negative supply shock hit Lafite but not the other wineries. The proximity
of the vineyards and their similar production characteristics (Table 1) make this unlikely. For
example, temperature, drought, and disease are highly correlated over space. Further, using a ten27

The announcement was made October 24, so I code November as the event date.
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Figure 6: China’s (Minimal) Influence on World Prices.
This figure illustrates the price impacts of three China-specific demand shocks on world prices. Bubble detection
could confounded if Chinese demand shocks influenced world prices during Lafite Mania.

vintage price mitigates the effect of a supply shock. For example, hail can be catastrophic to wine
grapes and localized to a small area. But the vines themselves are resilient and damage does not
persist from one vintage to the next. Perhaps such a shock would be plausible if the market were
tiny, but exchange is conducted through a well-established and widely-accessible network including
global entities such as Sotheby’s and Christie’s auction houses. Finally, suppose either a significant
amount of production already on the market was lost or there was a persistent, local damage event
to Lafite’s vineyard. Either way, it would take a decade or longer for Lafite’s production to recover
to pre-2009 levels. Yet, the ten-vintage price returns to its pre-bubble trend in less than three
years. A policy shock (i.e. tariffs) could immediately limit the availability of all ten vintages, but
would not be specific to Lafite. Thus, the setting and data are inconsistent with the kind of supply
shock that would confound bubble detection.
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Figure 7: Rolling Portfolio Transitions.
Portfolio of ten vintages rolls over between June and July of each year. This figure illustrates the prices of vintages
entering and exiting the portfolio during Lafite Mania. Bubble detection could be confound if the new vintage were
much more expensive than the old vintage.

3.5.3

Artifact of Rolling Portfolio

Finally, I use a rolling portfolio of ten vintages for prices. A bubble could be confounded if the new
vintage of Lafite entering the rolling portfolio was more expensive than the old vintage leaving the
portfolio. Figure 7 illustrates the prices of the vintages entering and leaving the portfolio in 2009
(left) and 2010 (right) when Lafite’s ten-vintage price is ascendant. The portfolios turn between
June and July. In 2009, 1996 Lafite is about twice as expensive as 2006 Lafite. In 2010, 1997 Lafite
is 12 percent more expensive than 2007 Lafite. Thus, the identification strategy is not threatened
by the mechanical construction of the ten-vintage price.
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3.6

Conclusion

I find strong and robust evidence that Lafite Mania was a bubble using a model-free direct test, the
first direct evidence of a bubble that does not depend on a structural valuation model. The magnitude of the detected bubble is economically significant. Under Close Substitutes (Assumption 1),
equivalent to the usual DID assumption of parallel trends, the average value of the bubble was 47–
49% of the observed market prices depending the control asset. The treatment and control group
are balanced across a variety of characteristics and demonstrate remarkably parallel pre-trends going back to 1938. While this suggests the control wines are close substitutes, I show the bubble is
detected under weaker identifying assumptions. Under Weakly-Close Substitutes (Assumption 2),
even the (much) more conservative estimates for the average value of the bubble remain large:
between 13.7–18.2%. I conclude Lafite Mania provides compelling evidence of a bubble detected
with a model-free test.
As a consumption good, its fair to ask if Lafite Mania was a fad rather than a bubble. Anecdotal
evidence related to China documented by Mustacich (2015) suggests Lafite Mania was no fad.
Agents made nontrivial investments with medium- to long-run horizons, such as buying chateaux,
registering thousands of Bordeaux-related trademarks, and running sophisticated fraud schemes.
During 2009–2010, “Chinese investors purchased at least thirty estates in Bordeaux [which were
publicly announced],” (p.g. 119). For example, Chateau Chenu Lafitte—which has nothing to do
with Chateau Lafite Rothschild—was a dormant vineyard on the fringe of Bordeaux that sold for
$4.3M.28 In 2011, the owners of Lafite filed more than 160 trademark lawsuits in China over names
such as “Lafite Empire,” and “Lafite Legend,”(pg. 156). Fraud was rampant. In one year, one
province was reported to consume thirty thousand bottles of “Lafite,” (pg. 154). As illustrated by
the fraud perpetrated by Rudy Kurniawan, documented in the 2016 documentary, Sour Grapes,
these schemes were sophisticated and not limited to China. Taken together, nontrivial investments
were made to capitalize on an opportunity that was expected to persist for their investment horizon,
not a passing fad.
In the next section, I examine US farmland values as a second application for the model-free
test. Farmland is complementary to the case of Lafite Mania because it is a productive and durable
28

According to the buyer, it had “a wonderful brand name.” See: https://www.decanter.com/wine-news/
chinese-billionaire-buys-chateau-chenu-lafitte-in-cotes-de-bourg-43992.
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asset that generates pecuniary rents.29

4

A Bubble in the Fields? US Farmland, 2007–2017

4.1

Motivation

Since data collection began in 1850, the market for US farmland has boomed three times. The
recent surge began around 2005. Iowa’s state-average acreage value was $2,756 in 2004—and it had
been less than $3,000 for the prior 19 years. By 2014, it exceeded $8,300, a growth rate of over
10 percent per year for 11 years. From 2009 to 2013 alone, values doubled. Currently, values remain
well above their long-term trend—and the two earlier booms ended in dramatic busts—leading to
questions of a bubble (Power and Turvey, 2010; Baker et al., 2014; Lence, 2014; Olsen and Stokes,
2015). Additionally, hampered by the lack of progress in the broader project of bubble detection, it
remains an open question if earlier boom-bust cycles were explained by fundamentals (e.g. Alston,
1986; Moss, 1997; Falk and Lee, 1998).
As a venue for bubble testing, farmland complements fine-wine. Whereas fine-wine is a niche
asset, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) estimates US farmland is worth over $2.5 trillion.30 It is by far the most valuable asset in farmers’ portfolios, accounting for 80 percent or more
of total assets in agriculture since at least 1970. Ruminations on its value contributed to theories
of economic growth (Lindert, 1988). Similar to wine, it meets the free-disposal condition because it
can be abandoned without penalty. Unlike fine-wine, farmland is durable asset that earns pecuniary
rents. The market for farmland is characterized by high transaction costs (Chavas and Thomas,
1999; Lence and Miller, 1999; Lence, 2001; de Fontnouvelle and Lence, 2002). Theoretically, this
increases its susceptibility to bubbles (Scheinkman and Xiong, 2003).
29

One could quibble a rational bubble in fine-wine is not possible according to the criteria in Le Roy (2004)
because fine-wine (a) does not generate dividends and (b) is not infinitely-lived. I would argue dividends need not be
pecuniary to have fundamental value and—even if the fundamental value of wine was entirely nonpecuniary—their
nonpecuniary value is made fungible with money through exchange on secondary markets. I would also argue the
lifespan of a fine-wine is indeterminate. For example, a search of “Wine-Searcher.com” retrieves 17 vintages of Lafite
prior to 1900 going back to 1812 and vintages going back to 1892 for Haut-Brion, 1884 for Margaux, 1865 for Latour,
1853 for Mouton, 1849 for Ausone, and 1825 for Yquem. (Search conducted on Aug. 16, 2018.) These wines can
retain their value: all were trading for thousands of dollars. And they need not be spoiled: expert critic Neil Martin,
tasting the 1870 Lafite in July 2018 for Vinous, called it “magical”(available at: https://vinous.com/articles/
looking-back-to-go-forward-lafite-rothschild-1868-2015-jul-2018).
30
Source:
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/farm-economy/farm-sector-income-finances/
assets-debt-and-wealth/.
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Prior to Giglio et al. (2016), directly testing a bubble required correct specification of a structural
valuation model. The myriad cross-sectional determinants of farmland values hint at the challenge
inherent to that approach. Over-and-above agricultural productivity, two major determinants
are the real option value of land development (Zhang and Nickerson, 2015) and capitalization
of agricultural policies (Kirwan, 2009; Deaton and Vyn, 2010; Kirwan and Roberts, 2016) Other
determinants include: access to water (Buck et al., 2014) transportation linkages (Sheng et al.,
2018), and proximity to ethanol plants (Blomendahl et al., 2011). With the model-free approach,
we can control for these factors without specifying exactly how they map to a valuation.
The farmland setting presents an unique opportunity for a “within” model-free test. The value
of a heterogeneous asset is observed many times over time and space. There is a natural forcing
variable for bubble detection: a bubble will be more evident in farmland without urban pressure.
Under the assumption of parallel trends, this allows me to use cross-sectional variation to identify
the value of the bubble component. The biggest challenge is that changes in the determinants
of farmland values could confound bubble detection. Land quality is not randomly distributed
conditional on treatment status. For example: if land in the treatment group is of lower quality
than land in the control group, bubble detection would be confounded by a policy change that
increases the relative value of low-quality land, such as increased funding for the Conservation Reserve Program (which pays landowners to take farmland out of production). During my treatment
date: “subsidy policy remained virtually unchanged,” (Kirwan, 2009, p.g. 144). Nevertheless, I
control for changes in time-varying, county-level determinants of farmland values using covariates
for production expectations, production risk, rental rates, government payments, energy development, housing prices, and construction starts. I also control for unobserved common shocks using
time fixed-effects and unobserved individual heterogeneity using county fixed-effects.

4.2
4.2.1

Data
County-Level Data

My primary source of data is the US Census of Agriculture. The census is conducted by mail survey
to count every agricultural operation with over $1,000 in annual sales of agricultural products
(including government payments). I focus on 12 Midwestern states: Illinois (IL), Indiana (IN),
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Iowa (IA), Kansas (KS), Michigan (MI), Minnesota (MN), Missouri (MO), Nebraska (NE), North
Dakota (ND), Ohio (OH), South Dakota (SD), and Wisconsin (WI). While this county-level data
allows me to use variation across space, they have the limitation of being collected in five year
intervals. I use data from the five most recent years of the quinquinnial census (1997, 2002, 2007,
2012, 2017).
Table 4 reports summary statistics for the data I use to test for a bubble in farmland values. I
use farmland values from the Census as the outcome variable in a balanced panel of 1,054 counties.
Farmland values are collected for a subset of farms in the census, which are selected by a stratified
sampling procedure. Specifically, the recorded value is the stated value at which a farm’s land
and buildings would sell for at the time of the survey. The market for farmland is relatively thin
(Bigelow et al., 2020). The obvious limitation of this data is that stated values may not correspond
to actual values.
As covariates, I use census data on production, cash rents, primary operator demographics,
business structure, and government payments.31 Additionally, I collected data on governmentsupported investments in renewable energy projects from the USDA Energy Investment Report,32
and wind farm capacity from the US Wind Turbine Database (Hoen et al., 2018). Due to limitations
in temporal and geographic coverage, I use three data sources to capture non-farm demand for land:
median home prices from Zillow, construction starts from the US Census Bureau Building Permits
Survey, and single-family home price indices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA).33
See Supporting Materials for details.
I deflate all prices and values to real terms with a 2015 base. In the main results, I do so using
US GDP per capita (Johnston and Williamson, 2021). The correct deflator is subject to debate.
Thus, I run robustness checks where prices and values are deflated using the US CPI.
31
Cash rents, farm size, and government payments have missing some missing observations where data has been
withheld by NASS to avoid disclosing data for individual operations. Regarding cash rents, rental rates from a
competitive equilibrium would be the ideal variable to measure the forward-looking, risk-adjusted expected return
to farmland. However, the census does not collect or report rent per acre. In the analysis, I use cash rent per acre
inferred from the census data provided by the NASS Data Lab.
32
Renewable energy types include anaerobic digesters, energy efficiency, geothermal, hydroelectric, hydrogen, renewable biomass, solar, and wind. Investments include direct payments, grants, loans, and loan guarantees.
33
To cover all counties and time periods in the sample, I interpolate missing monthly Zillow prices. Using the FHFA
index to evaluate the efficacy of the interpolated Zillow prices, I find it works relatively well: the median absolute
prediction error is 8.4 percent. Nevertheless, I show the test results are independent of the interpolation method by
running a robustness check with the FHFA index instead of the interpolated Zillow prices.
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Table 4: Summary statistics.
Variable

Units

Obs.

Mean

SD

A. Outcome variable
Farmland value

log$/acre

5,270

7.658

0.829

B. Control variables
Expected crop revenue
CV(Expected crop revenue)
Cash rent
Operator age
Conservation payments, fully-owned
Conservation payments, partly-owned
Conservation payments, tenant
Government payments, fully-owned
Government payments, partly-owned
Government payments, tenant
USDA energy investments
Wind farm capacity
Zillow median home price
Construction starts
FHFA home price index

log$/acre
log$/acre
log$/acre
years
$/acre
$/acre
$/acre
$/acre
$/acre
$/acre
$/acre
Watts/acre
log$
permits
base 2015

5,270
5,270
5,160
5,270
4,994
5,006
4,968
5,034
5,058
4,996
5,270
5,270
5,270
5,158
4,317

6.153
1.920
3.992
55.800
0.090
0.046
0.595
0.183
0.074
1.009
8.514
2.732
11.464
164.038
107.298

0.446
0.793
0.864
2.672
0.139
0.156
2.625
0.309
0.200
5.398
253.609
18.285
0.387
437.837
14.351

C. Quasi-treatment assignments
Nightlight emissions
1(Nightlight emissions > 10)
1(County with city)
1(City-contiguous county)

nWatts/(sr·cm2 )
Yes = 1
Yes = 1
Yes = 1

5,270
5,270
5,270
5,270

5.869
0.215
0.105
0.338

3.909
0.411
0.307
0.473

Sources: US Census of Agriculture, US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Energy Investment Report, US Wind Turbine
Database (Hoen et al., 2018), Zillow, Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), NASA Black Marble (Román et al., 2018).
Notes: Expected crop revenue is the forecasted revenue for corn, soybean, and wheat, which is weighted across crops by historical cropping patterns. CV(Expected crop revenue) is the coefficient of variation in expected crop revenues based on variability
in crop yields over the past ten years. Conservation and government payments are broken down by tenancy type. Reported
value of nightlight emissions is the grid value at the 99th percentile across space within a county. A city had a population over
40,000 in January 2006. A county is near a city if it is contiguous with a county with a city.
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4.2.2

Treatment Assignment

I assign treatment dates based on the results of an explosive unit-root test conducted at the statelevel using annual data (Phillips and Magdalinos, 2007; Phillips and Yu, 2011; Phillips et al., 2011,
2014, 2015a,b). To do so, I use state-level data collected from NASS on annual basis from 1850–
2019. A bubble is detected beginning in the mid-2000s (Supporting Materials, Figures S2–S3).
Thus, I assign years (1997, 2002) to the pre-period and (2007, 2012, 2017) to the post-period.
I assign counties to the treatment and control groups based on nightlight emissions as a proxy
for urban pressure. Intuitively, a farm bubble will be easier to detect in counties where farm
activities are a more important determinant of farmland value than development pressure. This is
because the bubble will account for a larger share of the farmland’s value and thus should be easier
to detect.
I use data on nighttime light emissions from the NASA Black Marble product suite (Román
et al., 2018). Román et al. use satellites to remotely sense nighttime light emissions in a grid at
the 500 metre resolution level. I use the first year of data, 2012. The top left panel of Figure 8
illustrates the 193 counties with “high” nighttime light emissions in light blue. I classify a county
as having high nighttime light emission if the 99th-percentile emission in a given county exceeds
10nWatts/(sr·cm2 ) (roughly the 80th percentile across all grid points in the 12 states). The bottom
panel of Figure 8 plots the 500 metre resolution grid of nightlight emissions for four counties in
northwestern Iowa. Nighttime light emissions at the 99th percentile were 2.7nWatts/(sr·cm2 ) for
Lyon County, 3.3 for Osceola County, 8.84 for Sioux County, and 10.2 for O’Brien County. Panel C
Table 4 reports county-level nightlight emissions and the share of counties with high nighttime light
emissions. I use the latter as the main treatment group assignment. As a robustness check, I also
run an alternative specification with nighttime light emissions as an instrument for a continuous
treatment variable.
As further robustness checks, I use two additional binary specifications for the control group:
counties with a city and counties near a city. I generate these variables using city populations as
of January 2006 from the us.cities command in the R package maps. I identify counties with a
city as a county with a city of 40,000 or more people. I identify counties near a city as a county
with a city or contiguous to a city-containing county. The top right panel of Figure 8 shows the
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treatment
control

treatment
control adjacent
control city

Osceola County, IA

43.4

43.5

Lyon County, IA

43.3

10
8

43.2

6

43.1

4
2

42.9

43.0

0

Sioux County, IA
−96.6

−96.4

−96.2

O’Brien County, IA
−96.0

−95.8

−95.6

−95.4

Figure 8: Counties with high urban pressure as measured by city-containing counties (top left) or
low nightlight emissions (top right) and nightlight emissions for four counties (bottom).
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Table 5: Farmland characteristics.
Pre-period: 1997–2002
Treatment
Farmland value
6.959
Expected crop revenue
5.710
CV(Expected crop revenue) 1.561
Cash rent
3.564
Operator age
53.681
Conservation, fully-owned
0.081
Conservation, partly-owned
0.042
Conservation, tenant
0.536
Government, fully-owned
0.111
Government, partly-owned
0.047
Government, tenant
0.615
USDA energy investments
0.001
Wind farm capacity
0.109
Zillow median home price
11.263
Construction starts
70.163
FHFA home price index
108.213

Post-period: 2007–2017

Difference-in

Control

Treatment

Control

-Differences

7.749
5.860
1.783
4.171
53.845
0.114
0.080
0.704
0.197
0.093
0.739
0.009
0.273
11.571
820.033
116.864

7.882
6.260
1.946
4.094
57.117
0.071
0.030
0.505
0.181
0.065
0.987
2.579
4.343
11.486
39.376
104.61

8.476
6.407
2.160
4.550
57.454
0.103
0.052
0.609
0.277
0.126
1.877
55.628
4.872
11.802
390.997
107.635

0.196∗∗∗
0.003
0.008
0.152∗∗∗
−0.173
0.001
0.016
0.061
−0.010
−0.015
−0.772
−53.041
−0.365
−0.009
398.248∗∗∗
6.140∗∗

Sources: US Census of Agriculture, US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Energy Investment Report, US Wind Turbine
Database (Hoen et al., 2018), Zillow, Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), NASA Black Marble (Román et al., 2018).
Notes: Expected crop revenue is the forecasted revenue for corn, soybean, and wheat, which is weighted across crops by
historical cropping patterns. CV(Expected crop revenue) is the coefficient of variation in expected crop revenues based on
variability in crop yields over the past ten years. Conservation and government payments are broken down by tenancy type.

112 counties with a city in dark blue. The 355 counties near a city are illustrated in light blue.
Other counties in the sample are dark pink.
High levels of light emission are typically, but not always, located in counties with a city.
For example, Grand Forks County, ND, in the northeastern corner of North Dakota, has a city.
However, its city is not sufficiently dense to produce high nightlight emissions: 90, 95, 97.5 and 99th
percentile light emissions were 0.16, 0.56, 1.88, and 7.44nWatts/(sr·cm2 ) , respectively. Overall, the
correlation between having a city and high nighttime light emissions is 0.61. The correlation between
having a city or being adjacent to a city-containing county and high nighttime light emissions is
0.34.

4.3

Balance and Pre-Trends

Table 5 reports means by group and period, as well as a DID t-test, for each variable in the farmland value data. There are cross-sectional differences in the level of variables across the two groups.
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Figure 9: Pre-trends in county-level farmland values by treatment assignment, 1850–1992.
Treatment counties tend to have: lower farmland values, lower expected revenues from crop production, less variable returns (which could lower land values given the prevalence of subsidized crop
insurance), lower rents, younger operators, lower government payments, less energy development,
lower home prices, and less new construction. In that sense, the groups are not balanced. But DID
accommodates groups that are not balanced so long as there are parallel trends.
I use county-level data from the census for 1850–2002 to evaluate pre-trends. Specifically, I
use the census data tabulated by Haines et al. (2018) for 1850–1959 (decadal until 1920, then
quinquennial). I then collected data from the 1982, 1987, and 1992 censuses in the USDA Census
of Agriculture Historical Archive.34 Data from the 1964, 1969, 1974, 1978 censuses were not readily
available at the county-level.35 The number of counties with reported data change by year; however,
the share in the treatment group is constant at 75.3 percent from 1850–1959 and at 78.5 percent
from 1982–1992.
34

Available at: http://agcensus.mannlib.cornell.edu/AgCensus/.
If there was a farmland bubble during this time remains an unresolved question, but is beyond the scope of this
paper. State-level data reveals that there are explosive unit roots in values (Supporting Materials, Figures S2–S3).
35
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Figure 9 shows pre-trends in farmland values are remarkably parallel from 1850–2002. Consistent with the main sample, control counties were consistently more expensive than treatment
counties throughout 1850–2002. Following Figure 4, I allow for a nonlinear trend by estimating the
trend lines using local polynomial regression of fitting with the span parameter set at 0.75. There
are three noticeable residuals from the trend line: 1910, which is associated with the 1910s boombust; 1945, after a 30-plus year downward trend in prices that is documented in Lindert (1988);
and 1982, coming off the late-1970s boom-bust. Even during those residuals, across groups the
gap between values remains relatively constant. Taken together, the parallel trends in observable
characteristics combined with the remarkably parallel pre-trends from 1850–2002 provide empirical
evidence that the identifying assumptions for the model-free bubble test hold.

4.4

Farmland Tests

I apply the model-free bubble test to farmland using a DID that exploits within-group variation.
Intuitively, a farmland bubble will disproportionately increase farmland values further away from
urban pressure, where farm rents compromise a larger share of farmland values. To establish
notation, I assume farmland is valued as:

Pt = w(Ft + Bt ) + (1 − w)Zt .

Weight w ∈ [0, 1] determines the relative contribution of farm, Ft , and nonfarm activities, Zt , to
farmland values. Nonfarm activities include the use value of amenities and the real option value
of future land development. The bubble component Bt changes in proportion to the weight w on
farm activities. Counties in the treatment group, with lower urban pressure, are assumed to have
a higher weight w than counties in the control group. I also assume weight w is constant over time
in the short-run.36
Specifically, let ω ∈ [0, 1] and λ > 0 such that ω + λ ≤ 1. Assign w = ω for counties in the
control group and w = ω + λ for counties in the treatment group. Assume the bubble component
36

It seems reasonable to assume that the weights are constant (or close to constant) in the short-run given that
reasonably expected future land development possibilities are incorporated in Zt and cities generally develop following
infrequently revised long-run plans.
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value Bt is constant across counties.37 Then I can write the values across the two groups as:

P0t = ω(F0t + Bt ) + (1 − ω)Z0t ,
P1t = (ω + λ)(F1t + Bt ) + (1 − ω − λ)Z1t .

If the two assets are strongly-close substitutes (Assumption 1) and the pre-period is bubble-free, a
DID of these values is:

E [∆P1t − ∆P0t] = λBt.

(10)

The within-group model-free test identifies λBt , where parameter λ ∈ (0, 1].
Three points on this test are noteworthy. First, to be conservative, I conduct the bubble tests
imposing λ = 1. This gives the lower bound for the estimate of the bubble component value because
it implies agricultural counties with urban pressure place zero value on farm activities. For counties
with a city in the data, the average annual county-level harvested acreage of corn, soybean, and
wheat was over 143,000 acres. Second, the within-group model-free test can be identified under
weaker assumptions than Assumption 1. For example, if fundamental values in the pre-period
satisfy

E [V0t−1] ≥ E [V1t−1], then Assumption 1 is implied by the relatively innocuous assumption

of no arbitrage in expected returns. That is, weaker assumptions allow farmland close to a city to
be more productive (perhaps cities endogenously located close to the best farmland or to navigable
waterways, which also happen to be the location of the best farmland) or have higher expected
returns for otherwise unspecified reasons (more marketing channels, lower transportation costs,
etc.). Third, whichever bundle of identifying assumptions is used, it need hold conditional only on
covariates.
Table 6 presents the base results for the model-free bubble test in farmland values. All three
specifications include county and year fixed-effects, standard errors with bias-reduced linearization
(Pustejovsky and Tipton, 2018) clustered at the state-level, and inference by a one-sided t-test
with Satterthwaite degrees-of-freedom. Columns 2–3 add covariates. All three estimates are highly
statistically significant, indicating nonzero bubble values in farmland values. Note that observations
37

Violations of either assumption will not increase type I error. If some counties are assigned to the wrong group,
the average bubble effect will be diluted when the null is false and there will be no average effect when the null is
correct. If the bubble component value differs across some counties, then the DID estimand is the average bubble
value of counties in the treatment group.
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Table 6: Farmland bubble tests.

DID Coefficient Estimates

Outcome: Farmland Value
Low nightlight × Post-period
N
SDF

No
Controls
(1)

Partial
Controls
(2)

All
Controls
(3)

0.196∗∗∗
(0.040)

0.221∗∗∗
(0.037)

0.165∗∗∗
(0.043)

5,270
8.88

5,270
8.82

4,861
8.41

Notes: This table presents results from a difference-in-difference (DID) model-free bubble test of county-level farmland values
from the Census of Agriculture (quinquennial, 1997–2017). DID is taken across counties and years. Counties are assigned to
the treatment group based on low nightlight emissions. The post-period is (2007, 2012, 2017) based on detection of explosive
unit roots in annual, state-level values in the mid-2000s. Column (1) includes county and year fixed-effects. Column (2) adds
the following covariates to (1): expected crop revenue, CV(expected crop revenue), operator age, USDA energy investments,
wind farm capacity, and Zillow house prices. Column (3) adds cash rents, construction starts, and government payments by
tenancy type to (2). Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered at the state level and using bias-reduced linearization
(Pustejovsky and Tipton, 2018) to adjust for possible small-sample bias, are reported in parentheses. Statistical significance is
evaluated using a one-sided Satterthwaite small-sample t-test.
∗p

< 0.1.

∗∗ p

< 0.05.

∗∗∗ p

< 0.01.

are more likely to be missing in smaller rural counties where a bubble would be more easily identified
by the identification strategy, so the estimates in column 3 could be attenuated. Nevertheless,
similar to fine-wine, the base results present significant evidence of a bubble in farmland values.
Figure 10 illustrates the estimated bubble value Bt /Pt for all values of the urban pressure
parameter, λ, using the estimates from column 3 of Table 6.38 Intuitively, λ is the true but
unknown extra weight on farm activities in the treated group when the fundamental value of
farmland is a convex combination of rents from farm and nonfarm activities. The line indicates
the point estimate of Bt /Pt for a given λ. The shaded area indicates the corresponding 95 percent
confident interval from the clustered standard errors. In the extreme case λ = 1, the point estimate
for the bubble component is 18.3 percent of the post-period value. With 95 percent confidence,
the estimate is within the interval (9.0%, 27.6%)—economically significant by any measure. Of
course, as λ gets smaller, the value of the bubble increases. For example, if λ = 1/2, the bubble is
38

The plot is nearly identical based on estimates without controls or with only partial controls, which is not
surprising given the magnitude of both the coefficients and standard errors are so similar across specifications.
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Figure 10: Bubble Value by Level of Urban Pressure.
Bubble values expressed as a share of price. Urban pressure is...

much larger: between (28.5%, 50.4%) with 95 percent confidence. Recall, these estimates include
a number of covariates to account for observable individual- and time-varying factors that might
affect farm and nonfarm rents, as well as county and year fixed-effects to account for unobservable
individual heterogeneity and common shocks. They provide strong evidence rejecting the no-bubble
null hypothesis.
Table 7 shows the strong evidence to reject the no-bubble null hypothesis for farmland values
is robust to a number of different specifications. Column 1 replaces the binary treatment based on
low nightlight emissions with nightlight emissions as a continuous treatment. Doing so increases
the precision of the estimates. With all controls and λ = 1, with 95 percent confidence the bubble
estimate is within (13.5%, 16.7%)—statistically and economically significant relevant to the nobubble null. Columns 2–3 use a binary treatment but with different criterion than low nightlight
emissions: counties without a city and counties not near a city (neither contain a city themselves
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Table 7: Robustness checks for farmland bubble.

Treatment:
100 × Bt /Pt

Continuous
(1)

No city
(2)

Not near city
(3)

Deflator:

Housing:

CPI
(4)

FHFA
(5)

A. No Controls
λ=1
λ = 3/4
λ = 1/2
N

(13.8, 16.6)
(19.3, 22.3)
(31.1, 34.4)

(14.7, 30.1)
(22.6, 39.1)
(40.1, 58.9)

( 5.0, 18.6)
( 8.9, 23.0)
(17.2, 32.3)

(12.9, 30.9)
(20.5, 39.7)
(37.3, 59.2)

(12.1, 24.3)
(18.4, 31.4)
(32.3, 46.8)

5,270

5,270

5,270

5,270

4,317

B. Partial Controls
λ=1
λ = 3/4
λ = 1/2
N

(15.0, 17.4)
(20.9, 23.4)
(33.7, 36.4)

(14.2, 37.2)
(23.1, 47.8)
(43.0, 71.7)

( 6.9, 20.1)
(11.5, 25.3)
(21.2, 36.2)

(17.4, 37.4)
(27.1, 48.7)
(49.1, 74.4)

(10.4, 24.1)
(16.3, 30.8)
(29.2, 45.3)

5,270

5,270

5,270

5,270

4,317

C. All Controls
λ=1
λ = 3/4
λ = 1/2
N

(13.5, 16.7)
(19.0, 22.3)
(30.7, 34.3)

(10.1, 28.8)
(16.7, 36.5)
(31.2, 53.4)

( 4.9, 17.7)
( 8.6, 21.9)
(16.5, 30.7)

( 8.7, 27.6)
(14.8, 34.8)
(28.1, 50.3)

( 6.0, 20.9)
(10.4, 26.0)
(19.9, 36.9)

4,861

4,861

4,861

4,861

4,027

Notes: This table presents robustness checks as 95% confidence intervals for the share of observed value that corresponds
to a bubble for different values of λ, the extra weight on farm rents for counties in the treatment group. The bubble values
are from a difference-in-difference (DID) model-free bubble test of county-level farmland values from the Census of Agriculture
(quinquennial, 1997–2017). DID is taken across counties and years. Column (1) uses county-level nightlight emissions as a
continuous treatment variable. Column (2) assigns binary treatment status based on whether or not a county contains a city.
Column (3) assigns binary treatment status based on whether or not a county contains a city or is contiguous to a city-containing
county. Column (4) uses the CPI to deflate values to real 2015 terms instead of GDP per capita. Column (5) replaces the Zillow
house price covariate with the FHFA house price index. The post-period is (2007, 2012, 2017) based on detection of explosive
unit roots in annual, state-level values in the mid-2000s. Panel A includes county and year fixed-effects. Panel B adds the
following covariates to A: expected crop revenue, CV(expected crop revenue), operator age, USDA energy investments, wind
farm capacity, and Zillow house prices. Panel C adds cash rents, construction starts, and government payments by tenancy
type to B. The confidence intervals are calculated using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered at the state level
and using bias-reduced linearization (Pustejovsky and Tipton, 2018) to adjust for possible small-sample bias.
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nor or contiguous with a city-containing county), respectively. With all controls and λ = 1, their
estimates—(10.1%, 28.8%) and (4.9%, 17.7%)—are similar to each other and to the main estimates.
Columns 4–5 of Table 7 use my preferred specification of assigning treatment by low nightlight
emission, but change other specification choices. Column 4 uses the CPI to adjust values are
adjusted for inflation rather than GDP per capita. With all controls and λ = 1, its confidence
interval for the bubble value is (8.7%, 27.6%), which is consistent with the other estimates in
rejecting the no-bubble null. Column 5 replaces the Zillow home prices with the FHFA home price
index. Recall I interpolated the Zillow prices for a balanced panel of covariates. This robustness
check is important to confirm the results are independent of the interpolation. With all controls
and λ = 1, even with the systematically missing observations in the FHFA index, the estimate
(6.0%, 20.9%) remains economically and statistically significant. Finally, examining across control
specifications, we see all the estimates are stable. Even the smallest estimate, (4.9%, 17.7%) is
significant. Recall, I control for changes in unobserved common shocks, unobserved time-invariant
heterogeneity, and observed time-varying determinants of farmland values. Thus, I conclude there
is strong and robust evidence to reject the no-bubble null hypothesis in farmland values.

4.5

Threats to Identification

The value of farmland is future-looking. While I use contemporaneous data for control variables,
I cannot observe time-varying, county-level expectations for all determinants of farmland values.
This limitation could confound bubble detection if the difference in expected and contemporaneous values changed between the pre- and post-periods, such that the relative value of farmland
increased amongst treated counties. Cash rents, energy investments, and constructions starts are
all forward-looking, and there were no substantive technological advancements during the sample
period, expected or otherwise (Pardey and Alston, 2021). Thus, the main threat identification is a
forthcoming policy change.
I test if expected changes in policy influenced the results of the bubble test by dropping the
last year of my sample (2017) from the test. To threaten identification, this policy change would:
(a) have to be priced into farmland values but not captured by contemporaneous conservation
or government payments, and (b) systematically increase the value of treated counties relative to
control counties. Note, it is well-established policy changes are capitalized into farmland values
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(Kirwan, 2009; Deaton and Vyn, 2010; Kirwan and Roberts, 2016). In 2017, farmland values would
have been informed by expectations about the 2018 Farm Bill.39
If the bubble finding is driven by expected changes in policy, the estimated λBt would be
indistinguishable from zero when 2017 was dropped from the sample. Instead, the bubble value
remains statistically and economically significant across specifications (see Table S5).

4.6

Conclusion

Farmland values in the Midwestern US provide further evidence bubbles do exist in the field and can
be directly detected without a structural valuation model. This setting complements the fine-wine
setting, by testing for a bubble in an asset that is durable and generates non-pecuniary periodic
payouts. The setting is especially interesting because it allows for a “within” model-free test: I use
urban pressure to identify a bubble, where both the control and treated assets are farmland values.
The magnitude of the detected bubble is economically significant: the base estimates indicate the
component value of a bubble is at least 18.3 percent of the asset’s total value. I show detection of the
bubble is robust to a number of different specifications, including alternative treatment assignments,
inflation corrections, and housing prices. I conclude farmland values in the Midwestern US provide
further compelling evidence of a bubble detected with a model-free test.

5

Concluding Remarks

A longstanding question in the economics literature—epitomized by the debate between Schiller
and Fama—is whether or not bubbles exist in the real-world. Dispositive evidence of bubbles in
the field has proven elusive. The impediment is that the fundamental and bubble values of an asset
are latent. Earlier approaches to bubble testing either required correct specification of a structural
valuation model or ignored estimation of bubble values altogether and tested for statistical properties associated with a bubble (e.g. explosive unit roots). Giglio et al. (2016) circumvented the
identification limitations of these earlier approaches. To do so, they advanced a model-free test: a
strategy to directly test if an asset’s bubble value is nonzero without imposing correct specifica39

Major changes in agricultural policy are made in the Farm Bill, except for ex ante and ad hoc disaster payments.
Another policy change that could have been influencing farmland values at the time was the imminent US-China
Trade War, but this would start officially until January 2018, long after sampling for the census was complete.
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tion of a structural valuation model. However, when they applied their test to two markets where
bubbles were widely thought to exist, they failed to find significant evidence of a bubble.
I show the model-free test applied by Giglio et al. to housing markets can be generalized to
other settings using a strategy akin to differences-in-differences. The test uses the price of a close
substitute as a control asset and identifies a bubble under the common assumption of parallel
trends. I apply this test two markets. In both, I find: the identifying assumption is supported by
parallel pre-trends; the model-free test finds statistically and economically significant evidence of a
bubble; the evidence of a bubble is robust to a number of alternative specifications; and the main
threats to identification are inconsistent with the data. Thus, I conclude there is strong evidence
bubbles do indeed exist—and can be detected—in the field. Future research might extend this
strategy to other identification strategies in applied economics (e.g. regression discontinuity) and
other events thought to be a bubble. Although the path to do so may be unclear at this point, the
ultimate goal of this research program should be to thoroughly fulfill Fama’s call for a systematic
approach to identifying bubbles in the field.
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A

Cantelli’s Inequality with Estimated Mean and Variance

A.1

Proof of Theorem 1

Let u = (u1 , u2 , . . . , um ) be a real-valued vector that satisfies

Pm

j=1 uj

= 0 and

Pm

2
j=1 uj

= m.

Denote by #{−} the number of elements in the set {−}. Suppose v = #{j : |uj | > k} and
p = #{j : uj > k} for k ≥ 1. Note that p ≤ v < m. Let
`2 = m(m − v)/[v(m − v) + (2p − v)2 ],

(11)

β 2 = `2 (2p − v)2 /(m − v)2 .

(12)

Assign p, v − p, and m − v elements of u to `, −`, and −β, respectively. Note that
∂`2
m(m − 2p)2
=−
,
∂v
(mv + 4p2 − 4pv)2
∂`2
4m (m(2p − v) + v(v − 2p))
=−
,
∂p
(mv + 4p2 − 4pv)2

(13)
(14)

where (13) implies `2 is decreasing in v given m > 0. To see (14) implies `2 is nonincreasing
in p given m > 0, evaluate (14) at the two extreme values of v for any given p: a symmetrical
u -vector where v = 2p and a fully asymmetric u -vector where v = p. When u is symmetric,
m(2p − v) + v(v − 2p) = 0, while when u is fully asymmetric, m(2p − v) + v(v − 2p) = p(m − p) > 0.
We want to choose the integer values (v, p) that give the maximum value of p. That is, we want
to solve the problem

max p
v,p

(15)

subject to: p ≤ v

(15a)

v ≤ v̄

(15b)

k 2 ≤ `2 (v, p),

(15c)

where v̄ is the Saw et al. (1984) solution for the two-sided sample bound. Recalling figure 11, the
level sets which decrease in value as they move away from the origin comes from (11) implying
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that,
v 1
p= +
2 2

r

m2 − mv(1 + `2 ) + `2 v 2
,
`2

(16)

which is a decreasing function in `2 , so that as `2 decreases, p(v, `2 ) moves away from the origin.
The constraint (8c) is satisfied so long as `2 ≥ k 2 , hence evaluating p(v, `2 ) at `2 = k 2 gives the
boundary of the feasible region. As (16) is a decreasing function in v, figure 11 makes it clear that
the largest value of p that satisfies the constraint set of (16) lies at the intersection of the diagonal
ray from the origin and the p(v, `2 ) evaluated at `2 = k 2 . Thus, the maximum p in the vector u is
the intersection point:
p∗ =

m
.
+1

(17)

k2

Recall p = #{j : uj > k} is a natural number, whereas the p∗ intersection point may not be an
integer. Thus, the optimal feasible value to solve (15) is bp∗ c. Finally, to complete the proof of
Theorem 1, evaluate the right-hand side of (9) at its upper bound and note that limn→∞ k 2 = λ2 ,
implying the one-sided sample bound (9) corresponds to the Cantelli inequality (8) as the sample
size increases. 

A.2

Intuition

Figure 11 provides some intuition behind the result (9). The vertical axis is the number of “large”
positively-valued deviations p and the horizontal axis is the number of large deviations in absolute
value, v. The derivation of the one-sided sample bound is the solution to the problem of maximizing
the number of “large” positively-valued deviations by choosing (v, p) ∈

N2

within the feasible

region, illustrated in shaded gray. This region is demarcated by three constraints: (i) the dashed
diagonal line where p = v, as there cannot be more positive large deviations than the number of
large deviations in absolute value, (ii) the dashed vertical line where v = v̄, as there cannot be
more large deviations in absolute value than given by Saw et al. (1984), and (iii) the thick blue line
where the coordinates (v, p) are such that the value of `2 = k 2 . The blue lines are level sets for `2
as a function of (v, p), where the value of `2 decreases as (v, p) moves away from the origin. The
constraint (iii) comes from the fact that, for an observation to qualify as large, its value must be
such that `2 ≥ k 2 . As the level sets have a negative slope, Figure 11 makes it clear p is maximized
with the choice of (v, p) where the `2 = k 2 level set intersects with the diagonal line. That is,
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p

`2 = k 2

`2 decreasing
0

v̄

v

Figure 11: Stylized representation of optimization problem to be solved.
the maximum number of large positive deviations occurs with an asymmetric distribution where
all of the large deviations are positive. The result (9) comes from finding this intersection point
algebraically.

A.3

Discussion

Before proceeding to the proof of the result, I discuss its properties and intuition. The two main
properties of interest are the nonmonotonic convergence of the one-sided sample bound to the
Cantelli inequality and the relative magnitude of the bound with respect to the two-sided Saw
et al. (1984) sample bound.

A.3.1

Nonmontonic convergence to the Cantelli inequality

Table 8 reports values of the empirical bound (9) for various sample sizes and thresholds. As the
sample size increases, it is clear the finite sample bound (9) converges to the theoretical Cantelli
bound. This will be shown formally as part of the proof of Theorem 1.
It is also apparent in the table that convergence is not necessarily monotonic (for example
λ = 1.1). Nonmontonic convergence also occurs with the two-sided Saw et al. (1984) sample bound
and is the consequence of having to convert m/(k 2 + 1) to an integer.
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Table 8: Values of 1 − m−1 bm/(k 2 + 1)c.

n
λ

5

10

20

50

100

1,000

10,000

100,000

∞

1.1
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
5.0
10.0

0.6667
0.6667
0.8333
0.8333
0.8333
0.8333
0.8333

0.5455
0.7273
0.8182
0.8182
0.9091
0.9091
0.9091

0.5714
0.7143
0.8095
0.8571
0.9048
0.9524
0.9524

0.5490
0.7059
0.8039
0.8627
0.9020
0.9608
0.9804

0.5545
0.6931
0.8020
0.8614
0.9010
0.9604
0.9901

0.5485
0.6923
0.8002
0.8621
0.9001
0.9610
0.9900

0.5475
0.6923
0.8000
0.8620
0.9000
0.9615
0.9901

0.5475
0.6923
0.8000
0.8621
0.9000
0.9615
0.9901

0.5475
0.6923
0.8000
0.8621
0.9000
0.9615
0.9901

Note: Values in the last column are the theoretical Cantelli bound 1 − 1/(λ2 + 1).

Remark 1 Convergence of the sample bound (9) to the theoretical Cantelli bound is not necessarily
monotonic.

A.3.2

Relative magnitude of one- to two-sided sample bounds

In general, the one-sided sample bound will be less (i.e. tighter) than or equal to the Saw et al.
(1984) sample bound. The one- and two-sided sample bounds are equal in the special case when
bm/k 2 c = bm/(k 2 + 1)c, which occurs when m < k 2 (k 2 + 1) and m/k 2 < dm/(k 2 + 1)e, the latter
term implying equality of the bounds tends to occur when the sample size is small or the threshold
is large.
Remark 2 The one-sided sample bound is less than the two-sided Saw et al. (1984) sample bound
if m ≥ k 2 (k 2 + 1) or if m < k 2 (k 2 + 1) and m/k 2 > dm/(k 2 + 1)e. If m < k 2 (k 2 + 1) and
m/k 2 < dm/(k 2 + 1)e, the one-sided and two-sided sample bounds are equal.
To illustrate the relative value of the one- and two-sided sample bounds, Figure 12 plots the
value of the one-sided sample bound (9) divided by the two-sided Saw et al. (1984) sample bound
for various sample sizes and thresholds. There are solid horizontal lines at 0.5 and 1. For example,
consider λ = 2. For m ≤ 7, the one-sided sample bound is exactly one half the two-sided sample
bound, until it jumps up to equality with m = 8. As the sample increases in size, the relative size
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Table 9: Critical values for different sample sizes and significance levels.

n
24

36

40

43

48

∞

A. Significance level α = 0.10.
Critical value
2.77
3.26
Probability
0.1000
0.0769

3.28
0.0789

2.97
0.0952

3.10
0.0890

2.91
0.1000

3.00
0.1000

B. Significance level α = 0.05.
Critical value
4.03
4.71
Probability
0.0500
0.0385

5.84
0.0263

4.31
0.0476

4.48
0.0444

4.75
0.0400

4.36
0.0500

C. Significance level α = 0.01.∗
Critical value
4.03
4.71
Probability
0.0500
0.0385

5.84
0.0263

6.18
0.0238

6.42
0.0222

6.79
0.0200

9.95
0.0100

λα

18

Note: Critical value is the λ which gives the probability P (Zn+1 > λ) ≤ α. Values in the last column are the
Cantelli-Cheybychev bound 1 − 1/(λ2 + 1).
∗
Sample sizes are too small to conduct tests at α = 0.01, so table reports the critical value and probability at
lowest probability possible for the given sample size.

of the bound begins to converge to λ2 /(1 + λ2 ), which is illustrated with the dashed horizontal line
for each λ.
The tightness of the one-sided sample bound relative to its two-sided counterpart depends on
the symmetry of the unknown distribution function. The above discussion applies to the case
when there is no knowledge of the unknown distribution function’s symmetry. If the unknown
distribution function was known to be symmetric, then the one-sided bound could be tightened
further by roughly a factor of two. Specifically, if bm/k 2 c is an even number, the one-sided sample
bound would be bm/k 2 c/2m, whereas if bm/k 2 c is an odd number, the one-sided sample bound
would be (bm/k 2 c + 1)/2m. That is, under symmetry, the jagged lines in figure 12 would always
be a horizontal line at 0.5.
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λ = 1.1
λ=2
λ=3
λ=5
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Figure 12: Relative value of one- to two-sided sample bounds as a function of sample size and
threshold.
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